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Community in Uproar over Westview Closing
By Cameo Clark 
Con tribu ting Writer
General
Dr. Hamid Taqi, Associate Professor of Political Science has 
assumed the position of Acting Director of the Center for 
International Studies.
Campus Operations is pleased to announce their newest 
campaign to help keep the campus litter-free and attractive. 
Soon all flyers will be placed on strategically-placed bulletin 
boards on campus. If you have any suggestions about where 
bulletin boards should be placed, please call Campus 
Operations at x2717.
The Maroon Tiger is searching for dedicated students to 
contribute their talent and energy to Morehouse College's 
Organ of Student Expression. Positions are now open. If 
you are interested, please stop by The Maroon Tiger office 
on the second floor of Kilgore Hall. Or call about 681-2800 
x2975 for more information.
Scholarships
The 1997 Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics Essay Concert, with 
awards totaling $10,000, is open to junior and senior 
undergraduate who are enrolled full-time at an accredited 
college or university. The deadline for submitting an original 
3,000-4,000 word essay is Friday, January 17,1997. Call 212- 
221-1100 to find out more.
Interns
If you are an undergraduate or graduate student studying 
geology, geography, computer science, computer graphics, 
oceanography, civil engineering, biology, chemistry or 
related fields, the U. S. Geological Survey Earth Sciences 
Program is offering you the chance to do research with some 
of the nations top scientists this summer. Stipend levels 
range from $19,000 to $38,000 per year. Write the Oak Ridge 
Institute for Science and Education at P. O. Box 117, Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee 37831 for more info.
The Oregonian summer internship program has begun 
searching for reporters, copyeditors, photographers, graphic 
artists and page designers for the summer of 1997. Candidates 
must submit a letter of application, resume, sex to eight 
writing samples, three references and a 500-word 
autobiographical essay to be considered. The Internship 
lasts 10-12 weeks and pays $527.50 per week. December 1, 
1996 is the deadline. Call 503-221-8039 for more info.
The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund is announcing it 1997 
business reporting internship program for minority college 
sophomores and juniors. Interns spend one-week in an 
intensive training course before working as salaried 
reporters for 10 weeks. The Fund provides transportation, 
room and board during the training course. For more info, 
call 609-452-2820.
The Sacramento Bee is offering summer reporting 
internships in sports, copyediting, photojournalism and 
graphic arts. The internships are full-time for 12 weeks and 
pay $400 a week. For more info call 916-321-1001.
"Close the street, and d— 
mn the people," is what one 
local barber had to say about 
the recent closing of Westview 
Drive. The flow of traffic on 
Westview has slowed 
dramatically between Ashby 
and the turnabout in front of 
Spelman College.
Morehouse College had 
attempted to get that section of 
the street closed for the past 
several years without success. 
Now the street is closed, but 
at a large cost to the 
community.
On several occasions, the 
City Council denied 
Morehouse control of that 
section of the street, claiming 
that they had no legitimate 
reason to close it. In 1992, a 
Morehouse faculty member 
went before city 
councilwoman Cleta Winslow 
and misrepresented the 
community, saying that the 
community had agreed to give 
that section of the street to 
Morehouse.
When members of the 
community became aware of 
the situation, they began to 
protest and gathered a petition 
of over 500 names opposing 
the closing. The city council 
then voted down the proposal 
and ruled that the issue of 
Westview Drive would not be 
reopened.
A proposal by city 
councilwoman Carolyn Long- 
Banks was adopted June 3 and
Rape Allegations Brought Against Four Students
By Louis Clotman 
Campus News Editor
Four Morehouse students 
were arrested Thursday, 
October 3 by the Atlanta Police 
on charges of rape filed by a 
freshman student at Spelman 
College.
According to police 
reports, senior Herman Banks, 
junior Tony Clark, sophomore 
Dadon Dodd and sophomore 
Darren Marshall all maintain 
their innocence of the charges 
and have no previous 
disciplinary violations on their 
records. Clark and Marshall
approved June 10 for the 
abandoning of Westview 
Drive Southwest for the
Courtesy College Relations
West End Community forced to take a permanent 
detour
benefit of Morehouse College. 
Traditionally, when a public 
street is subject to being closed 
to the public, the eminent 
closing must be made public 
knowledge. However, the 
public was never notified.
The proposal was able to 
slip through the cracks by 
being placed on the Consent 
Agenda. Once the proposl is 
placed there, no one can 
oppose the issues on it. Certain 
members of the Neighborhood 
Planning Unit believe that the 
issue of Westview Drive was 
shaded under by the 
Committee on Olympic 
Development. Some were 
under the impression that the 
closing of Westview Drive was 
going to be a temporary
are also being charged with 
aggravated sodomy. All four 
students are currently being 
held without bond.
A hearing was scheduled 
for October 9, and then 
postponed until a week later 
on the 16th. Morehouse 
reportedly began its own 
ongoing investigation into the 
case Monday, September 30. 
Morehouse has suspended all 
four students for the 
remainder for the academic 
year for violation of College 
rules and standards of 
conduct. Banks, Clark, Dodd 
and Marshall have
pedestrian walkway for the 
Olympics.























Members of the 
community seem to support 
the colleges and universities in 
the area and recognize that 
improvements need to be 
made. They are not, however, 
in support of the methods 
used to gain those 
improvements. They feel that 
there is no open means of 
communication between the 
schools and the community.
When asked his thoughts 
on the closing of Westview, an 
anonymous freshman had this 
to say; "I believe that the 
original intention of 
Morehouse administration 
was to make Morehouse 
Campus more secure. Was that 
objective achieved? I don't 
think so."
involuntary withdrawn from 
classes and are suspended for 
the remainder of the academic 
year.
In a mandatory crown 
forum on Monday, October 7, 
Provost John H. Hopps 
addressed Morehouse 
students. Provost Hopps 
underscored Morehouse's 
policy regarding violations of 
residential regulations and 
treatment of visitors. "We are 
not only our brother's keeper," 





Town Meeting: Many Questions, Few Answers
By Okorie A. Johnson 
Staff Writer
The Morehouse student 
body entered King Chapel at 
7:30 p.m. October 7 to seek 
answers to the tragedy that has 
befallen the AUC 
communities. Instead of
Morehouse has 
not and will not 
turn its back on 
these brothers.
providing answers, questions 
were deflected and dodged in 
the name of discretion, 
confidentiality and diplomacy.
SGA President Antonio 
Johnson chronicled the 
happenings of this matter
since Thursday, October 4, 
illuminating important details. 
These included the time of the 
judicial board meeting in 
relation to the arrest of 
Herman Banks, Dadon Dodd, 
Darren Marshall and Tony 
Clark. Johnson highlighted 
the drastic age difference 
between the alleged 
perpetrators and the victim of 
the crime. Johnson balanced 
his assertion that "Morehouse 
has not, [and] will not turn its 
back on these brothers. We 
must put ourselves in 
everyone's shoes."
Johnson then outlined a 
best-case scenario in which the 
students were not rapists, but 
were nevertheless guilty of 
taking advantage of the 
Spelman freshman, and 
breaking the ambiguous 
school policy of decent 
behavior. Upon closing, 
Johnson affirmed that though 
he did not agree with the 
arbitrary nature of the 
decision, he supported the 
justness and the 
appropriateness of the 
suspension.
Vice Provost of Student 
Affairs, Ed Gaffney defended
the actions of the 
administration, arguing that 
their measures have ",.. only 
put a positive spin on the
Khari Shiver/Staff
Provost John Hopps faces tough questions at meeting
matter." Gaffney then 
reassured the student body 
that the Morehouse greater 
community was invested in 
this struggle, particularly in 
the legal contributions of four 
lawyers who are Morehouse 
alumni.
A flyer, implicating the
alleged rape as the fault of the 
respective victim, because of 
her short skirt, alarmed 
Gaffney and left him
concerned that if the media got 
hold of such a document they 
would create an image that 
"Morehouse Men support 
rape," which would ultimately 
hurt the community at large.
Provost and Senior Vice 
President of Academic Affairs, 
Dr. John Hopps reported that
the four students were 
"standing strong and standing 
tough," while being held at the 
Fulton County Detention 
Center. Hopps stated that they 
have nothing in their record 
that would make Morehouse 
view them as criminals. He 
then attempted to use the 
manner in which the students 
were arrested as an example to 
remind them that in America 
"You are still just another black 
man."
During the question and 
answer period, Senior Abdul 
Karim Boyd asked about the 
consistency of the indecency 
policy, its consequences and its 
equal application to students, 
organizations and faculty - 
highlighting Dr. Lawrence 
Carter's Sunday morning 
remarks as an adequate 
example for dismissal.
Senior Earl Adams 
followed with a precise 
question about what behavior 
the policy states as prohibited 
or illegal, admitting that he 
could not follow the rules if he 
did not know what they 
entailed. "Treat it like your 
parents home," responded 
Vice Provost Gaffney.
Honors Program Hosts Activist Dick Gregory
By Louis Clotman 
Campus News Editor
Comedian and political 
activist Dick Gregory recently 
visited Morehouse College for 
the Honors Program's "No 
Rhetoric Allowed" Speaker 
Series. Gregory spoke to a 
standing-room-only audience 
on Tuesday, October 8 in Sale 
Hall Chapel.
Gregory attracted national 
attention after launching a 
hunger fast and continuous 
prayer vigil to protest what he 
considers to be the anti-Black 
agenda of the Central 
Intelligence Agency. "The fast 
will continue until the CIA is 
complete destroyed," he says. 
Gregory maintains similar 
sentiments for the Drug 
Enforcement Agency. He is 
currently awaiting trial for 
protests that he and Rev. 
Joseph Lowery led in front of 
the DEA building. Dick 
Gregory's autobiography, 
Nigger, has over 4.5 million 
copies sold.
The Honors Program's 
"No Rhetoric Allowed"
Speaker Series is the creation 
of former Honors Program
Courtesy Honors Program
Comedian Dick Gregory is protesting the 
CIA’s anti-black agenda.
President Justin Jones. 
Combining forums and letters
with student dialogue, the 
Speaker Series examines 
important 

























Black folk in 
America and 
throughout 
the Diaspora," explains 
Honors Program President
Obinna Eze Lewis. Rahsan 
Stewart, Corresponding 
Secretary of the Honors 
Program Club, adds, "This 
forum offers a unique
The series is meant to explore, in an 
intellectual manner, the issues, 
concerns, struggles and history of 
black folk in America.
opportunity for students to 
interact with prominent 
faculty, academician, authors 
and renowned thinkers of 
contemporary Black
America."
Under the direction of Dr. 
Jocelyn Jackson, the Honors 
Program is a four-year 
program of special learning 
opportunities for students
who demonstrate intellectual 
excellence, high motivation 
and broad interests at 
Morehouse. It has produced 
Morehouse's first Rhodes
Scholar, Nima Warfield. The 
Honors Program is actively 
involved in the National 
Association of African 
American Honors Program, 
the Southern Regional Honors 
Council and the National 
Collegiate Honors Council.
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Hajj Womack Finally Gets His Day in Court
By Andrew McCaskill 
Staff Writer
After almost a year in jail, 
Hajj Womack is finally taking 
the stand in a one-month trial.
Womack, a 1995 honors 
graduate, was imprisoned in 
the maximum security wing of 
the Fulton County Jail 
December 8, 1995. He has
Womack belongs to a sect whose [alleged] goal is to 
overthrow the establishment by robbing fast food 
restaurants.
been charged with 97 counts of 
felony, including 18 armed 
robberies, 48 counts of 
aggravated assault, three 
counts of kidnaping, and 
weapons violations. The 
allegations stem from a spree 
of armed robberies at fast-food
restaurants between
December 1994 and May 1995.
Juror selection and 
opening statements by both 
defense and prosecution 
attorneys in the Hajj Womack 
trial began last week, ten 
months after Womack's 
incarceration.
Despite Womack's Phi 
Beta Kappa nomination, 
community service and 23
testimonies to his character, 
the City of Atlanta refuses to 
release him. The Fulton 
County Court has denied three 
bond requests, stating there 
was a threat of additional 
crimes being committed if the 
defendant was released from
custody.
The trial's outcome is 
expected to depend greatly 
upon Womack's involvement 
with the Five Percent Nation, 
an Nation of Islam 
organization recognized by 
the State of Georgia as a gang.
Deputy District Attorney 
Shawn LaGrua argues that 
while the Five Percent Nation 
does not publicly advocate 
violence, some Atlanta 
members wanted to stockpile 
weapons. "[Womack] belongs 
to a sect whose primary goal 
is to overthrow the 
establishment by robbing fast- 
food restaurants.
Womack's defenders 
argue that this case is full of 
inconsistencies. Womack was 
away at a History conference 
in Louisiana during one of the 
alleged robberies. On another, 
he was participating in the 
College's commencement 
exercises.
While the prosecution 
contends there are witnesses 
who can place Womack on the
scene of the crimes, he has yet 
to face a police lineup. 
Although the State has 
conceded Womack may not 
have been physically involved 
in each of the incidents, the 
counts of armed robbery, 
aggravated assault and
Womack was 
away at a History 
conference in 
Louisiana during 
one of the alleged 
robberies.
possession of firearms for 
those still stand.
While addressing jurors, 
George Lawson, lawyer for the 
defense, pledged to show 
evidence proving the Five 
Percent Nation is not a gang.
Two other men indicted in 
the case are still being sought. 
According to the prosecution, 
Roy Norwood, a fifth accused 
robber, will testify against 
Womack and McCray. An 
attorney for the defense 
warned jurors to be wary of 
Norwood's testimony, citing a 
history of theft and crime.
Students and community 
members from throughout 
metropolitan Atlanta gathered 
in Morehouse's Sale Hall in the 
week leading up to Womack's 
long awaited trial. In an effort 
to bring the case to the 
attention of the public, 
members of the Hajj M. 
Womack Defense Committee 
held a teach-in. According to 
the Defense Committee, 
Womack's imprisonment 
should be placed within the 
larger context of the covert war 
waged against countless 
African Americans
reminiscent of Mumia Abu- 
Jamal, Geronimo Jaga Pratt, 
and Sekou Odinga.
Chivers and Lane Dining Hall: A State of Emergency
By Chester Starks 
Staff Writer
When asked their opinion 
of the cafeteria, students rarely 
have anything positive to say. 
Common complaints are that 
the lines are too long, the food 
is bland, the tables aren't clean, 
the dishes, glasses and 
silverware are always dirty, 
there is not enough variety, 
and the ID check is a hassle. 
And many believe that the 
problem begins with the 
catering company. Senior 
marketing major Michael 
Young states, "I think that 
Morehouse needs to get rid of 
Gourmet Services."
During a recent Food 
Service meeting, Vice Provost 
Eddie Gaffney, Dean Sterling 
Hudson, Masterchief 
Hutchinson, a Gourmet 
Services Manager, and 
concerned students sat down 
to discuss these issues. 
According to Gourmet 
Services, meetings like this are 
held regularly to improve the 
quality of the dining 
experience.
The first issue discussed 
was thè length of the lines. 
Vice Provost Gaffney
explained that the cafeteria 
was initially designed to feed 
800 people. Approximately 
1500 people are fed there now. 
After some members of the 
Morehouse administration, 
including President Walter 
Massey, volunteered to serve 
students in the cafeteria, they 
experienced the things that 
employees go through every 
day. That helped spark an 
initiative to refurbish and 
improve the cafeterias on a 
physical level. The renderings 
for the anticipated 
improvements can be seen in 
the Lane Dining Hall. This is 
just one initiative that will be 
carried out to help with the 
long lines.
One reason the lines are so 
long is because the servers are 
handing out food faster than 
the kitchen can prepare it. The 
Gourmet Services
representative explained how 
the kitchen prepares 900 
pounds of French fries a day. 
After complaining about the 
cafeteria's poor service, a 
disgruntled student was 
invited to work in the kitchen. 
A half hour into his work, he 
threw off his apron in disgust, 
telling the kitchen manager, "I 
believe you."
Gourmet Services 
employees and Morehouse 
administrators challenge 
students to volunteer inside 
the cafeteria to better 
understand what it takes to 
keep things running smoothly. 
Students from Robert Hall 
volunteered one Saturday 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Initiatives such as this help 
students see that food tastes 
bland because there are 
students who have health 
issues and cannot eat anything 
seasoned with certain things. 
Others don't want the 
vegetables cooked in animal 
products. And the tables 
aren't clean because some 
students don't bother cleaning 
up their plates. Gourmet 
Services wants students to 
understand that it is the 
student's job to pick up their 
trays, not the line servers' job. 
Leaving dirty dishes and trays 
on the tables also contributes 
to the slow process of washing 
them.
The sanitary condition of 
the cafeteria has been a 
concern. The dishes have not 
been clean in the past because 
the dishwasher is older than 
most students. Gourmet 
Services just took the initiative
to find a special part needed 
to get those dishes spotless. 
When asked why Morehouse 
does not simply purchase a 
new machine, Gourmet 
























that Gourmet Services has 
now released. Now students 
don't have to waste time 
walking into the cafeteria to 
see if they are serving anything 
they want.
Student identification is 
checked to prevent off-campus
File
residents from sneaking in and 
"grocery shopping" for free. 
Although some off-campus 
students feel as if they paid for 
this "service" while living on 
campus, it is the responsibility
of dorm residents to inform 
them that their "all you can eat 
for free" attitude won't 
improve the situation for the 
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Holy War Threatens Middle East 
Despite United States Efforts
By Arthur W. Conquest IV 
W & L News Co-Editor
Los Angeles - The two former Los Angeles 
policemen who servedtwo and a half years behind bars 
for the Rodney King beating won't have to go back to 
prison, a federal judge has decided . At a resentencing 
hearing by the Supreme Court, U.S. District Judge John 
Davies affirmed the prison terms he handed out to 
Stacey Koon and Laurence Powell in 1993. In June, 
the high court ordered Davies to reconsider his 
departure from the federal sentencing guidelines, 
which called for five to seven years in prison.
Macon - Lurenda Holland, 89, had just polished 
off her bowl of turnips when the vice cops raided her 
house and arrested her in a drug bust. Officers found 
28 rocks of crack cocaine in Holland's housecoat and 
66 more in a peanut brittle can, police said. They also 
found 54 dime bags of marijuana in the house and a 
,22-caliber pistol stashed under the sofa. "Granny's 
been wide-open selling some crack," said Macon-Bibb 
County drug squad Lt. Charlie Gunnells. Ms. Holland, 
who turns 90 next month, was charged with possession 
of crack and marijuana with intent to distribute after 
Wednesday night. She denies the charges.
Boston - A judge has overturned the election results 
in Massachusetts' 10th District Democratic primary for 
the U.S. House. William Delahunt was given the party 
nomination over Philip Johnston, the original winner, 
in a dispute over challenged ballots. Johnston has 
promised to appeal.
Washington, D.C. - Michael Moore wanted to test 
the moral fiber of the presidential campaigns, so he 
sent in contributions from various dummy 
organizations. President Clinton's re-election 
campaign cashed a $100 check from "Hemp Growers 
of America" while Bob Dole and Ross Perot returned 
contributions from "Satan Worshipers for Dole" and 
"Pedophiles for Free Trade," respectively.
Lake Buena Vista, Fla. - In an effort to protect 
employees at their amusement parks, Disney officials 
plan to install tiny cameras in the costumed characters 
who greet visitors. "The characters get knocked down. 
Sometimes they are literally pummeled by teenagers." 
said Rich Baker, Disney's director of creative 
costuming. Children also yank the tails of Pluto and 
Simba, sometimes hard enough to rip them off. 
Sometimes they throw up on the expensive handmade 
costumes. And performers who play Snow White must 
be trained to deal with men who occasionally grab at 
their breasts or talk dirty to them.
On September 24th, as 
ordered by Israeli Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, 
workers put the finishing 
touches on renovations to an 
ancient tunnel. The opening 
of a tunnel between 
Jerusalem's holiest Muslim 
and Jewish sites sparked days 
of fighting in Israel. The 
tunnel located in the Old City 
section of East Jerusalem 
marked an attempt by the 
Israeli government to boost 
tourism.
Israel captured the Old 
City in the 1967 Middle East 
War, but Palestinians, who 
want East Jerusalem as their 
capital, argue that this action 
is in violation of the peace 
accord. "It is escalation from 
the Israeli government against 
our people who are protesting 
the breaching of the [peace] 
agreement and especially the 
tunnel under our holy, sacred 
places in Jerusalem," says 
Palestinian Leader Yasser 
Arafat, of the causes of Arab 
discontent.
The opening of the tunnel 
ignited days of the most fierce 
fighting the unstable region 
has seen in years. Frustrated 
with the stumbling peace 
process, Palestinians took to 
the streets. Civilians andPlayoffs and Trade-offs: Modem Day Slave Labor
By Trevor A. Baptiste 
Staff Writer
Every morning Haitian 
factory workers wake up with 
the sun only to look forward 
to a long day of horrid 
conditions. Women can expect 
to be sexually mistreated by 
their supervisors, and no one 
can expect to be paid more 
than twenty cents an hour. 
There are no bathrooms, no 
clean drinking water, no 
health benefits and no sick 
days. Who could condone 
such sweat shops so close to 
the twenty-first century? The 
answer is the United States 
Government along with large
police fired weapons and 




gunfire and tear 
gas grenades. By 






both sides were 
unable to meet at 
the negotiating 
table until a hastily 
arranged summit 
was convened at 
the White House.
Yasser Arafat and 
Benjamin 
Netanyahu met 




Hussein mediated. When the 
summit finally broke, little 
progress had been made. 
President Clinton took heat for 
the lack of progress. He was 
accused of using the talks to 
grab the election year 
spotlight. "This is not foreign 
policy, it's public relations," 
said Clinton's opponent Bob 
Dole.
Palestinian patience with 
Israel is running thin. Some 
Muslims believe that the 
volatile situation could
companies like Wilson, Worth, 
and Star Sports. Each of these 
entities exploit the people of 
Haiti for labor in producing 
athletic products.
Each of these entities exploits the people of Haiti 
for labor in producing athletic products.
Ignatius Wallace, one of 
Morehouse's best-kept secrets, 
and a staunch political activist, 
is currently on an educational 
campaign to make baseball
explode into full scale war. 
"Unfortunately, I think the
Knight-Ridder
jihad [holy war] will come 
soon," says Mohamed Rafiy, 
the President of the Muslim 
Student Organization at the 
American University in 
Washington, D.C. There is 
strong concern among 
Muslims that a war would add 
to the image of the religion as 
an extremist one. "There are 
many public misconceptions 
of Islam," says Khaleel Abdur- 
Rahman, a senior at 
Morehouse. "We are all 
hoping for peace."
fans aware that America's 
favorite pastime doesn't live 
up to America's so called 
humanitarian standards. 
During the playoffs, Wallace
will greet people at the West 
End station, on their way to 
the stadium with a banner that








According to reports 
which appeared in The San 
Jose Mercury News, after 
several years of caching the 
truth, the continued 
suppression of Blacks by at 
least one instrument of the 
government is clearly evident.
After investigating the 
CIA's alleged involvement in 
the distribution of cocaine 
from Nicaragua to Black 
neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles, Gary Webb, a 
reporter for The Mercury 
News, wrote a series of articles 
presenting the facts and details 
of the allegations. According 
to his findings, with the help 
of the CIA the Fuerza 
Democratica Nicaraguense 
(FDN), Nicaraguan
Democratic Force, led by 
Adolfo Calero, indirectly sold 
$54 million worth of cocaine 
for unusually low prices to 
Crips and Bloods in Los 
Angeles for the purposes of 
financial support of their anti­
communist struggle in 
Nicaragua.
The once exclusive drug 
was now more accessible to 
urban drug dealers as it 
flooded into the ghettoes of 
Los Angeles, causing a chain 
reaction. Wholesale prices of 
the cocaine pipeline between 
Columbia, now the largest 
producer of cocaine, and the 
U.S prices dropped.
Juan Norwin Meneses, 
leader of the drug ring and 
advisor to the military 
commander of the U.S.-trained 
Contra guerilla army, 
delivered the cocaine to L.A. 
gangs through "Freeway" 
Rick Ross, a Bay Area crack 
cocaine dealer. Much of the 
money obtained from these 
transactions was channeled to 
the Contra forces in Nicaragua 
to be used to purchase 
weapons.
After the Cuban-backed, 
pro-communist Sandinistas 
had overthrown the 
Nicaraguan army and 
removed the dictator, 
Anastasio Somoza, in 1979, 
Blandon and Meneses fled the 
country and conferred with 
Somoza's liaison to the U.S. 
military. This occurrence 
initiated the consolidation
between the CIA and the FDN.
The CIA began their 
covert operations against the 
Sandinista government after 
Ronald Reagan, then U.S. 
President, allowed them to do 
so. The CIA proceeded to 
assist the FDN Contras by 
providing military training 
and facilitating their attempts 
to raise money for their 
revolutionary endeavors.
UP to $100 million dollars 
was then allocated to the 
Contra forces by Congress; 
however, the CIA believed that 
the FDN needed more money 
to contend with the 
Communist Nicaraguan 
government. To compensate 
for the lack of necessary funds, 
the CIA and the adversaries of 
the Sadinista government 
turned to the cocaine market 
to garner the financial means 
necessary for effective military 
revolt.
Blandon, now an 
informant for the Drug 
Enforcement Agency receiving 
$166,000 for his assistance, 
spent only 28 months in prison 
for cocaine distribution 
charges. As a witness for the 
U.S. Department of Justice,
Blandon admitted at a trial in 
August that he had dealt 
cocaine to Ross, who was 
convicted of conspiracy to 
distribute drugs in 1995 and is
Knight-Ridder
now awaiting sentencing.
"When Mr. Reagan get in 
the power, we start receiving 
a lot of money," Blandon 
testified. "And the people that 
were in charge, it was the CIA, 
so they didn't want to raise 
any [more drug] money 
because they have, they had 
the money they wanted," 
continued Blandon.
Since Webb's articles were 
published, more evidence 
linking the CIA to Meneses' 
drug ring has surfaced.
Celerino Castillo III, a former 
DEA agent, stated at a news 
conference that, in 1985 and 
1986, he had reported drug 
flights out of Ilopango, a U.S. 
air base in El Salvador that CIA 
officials used for logistical 
support of the Contras. 
According to Castillo the 
planes were flown by U.S. 
pilots hired by the FDN. When 
he made further reports to the 
U.S. Embassy, Castillo told 
news reporters, Ambassador 
Edwin G. Corr responded by 
saying, "My hands are tied 
because these are Contra 
operations being run by the 
White House."
In a Sept. 4 letter to Sen. 
Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., CIA 
Director John Deutch wrote 
that "the agency neither 
participated nor condoned 
drug trafficking by Contra 
forces." Deutch said, however, 
that the CIA's Inspector 
General will be conducting a 
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Republicans and Democrats Battle for 
the Votes in Atlanta University Center
In an apparent 
acknowledgement of the fact 
that there are two sides to 
everything, two recent events 
on varying campuses of the
Atlanta University Center seek 
to broaden student
prospectives. Sponsored by 
two very different
organizations, Republicans 
and Democrats have been 
given chances to battle it out 
at Clark Atlanta University 
and Spelman College.
In early October, 
Spelman's chapter of Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
hosted a panel discussion on 
the differences between the 
two parties. Featuring 
panelists from the two major
parties, students were given a 
chance to hear views from 
faithful Democrats and devout 
Republicans. The debate was 
heated and even personal at
times before an audience that 
nearly filled the Quarles room 
in Giles Hall on Spelman's 
campus.
James Gee, currently 
taking classes here at 
Morehouse, was one of-three 
Democrats on hand at the 
forum. The Republican group 
included a former 
congressional candidate and a 
ranking member of the a 
Republican youth
organization.
Race and affirmative 
action were at the forefront of
the discussion. The three 
Democratic members of the 
panel emphasized their 
party's support of social 
programs for minorities and 
the poor. Republican panelists 
stressed the GOP's stance for 
free enterprise, lower taxes, 
and self-determination.
Later in the month, the 
Young Democrats of the 
Atlanta University Center 
teamed up with the largest 
Young Republicans chapter in 
the metropolitan Atlanta area 
to put on a structured debate 
on the campus of Clark- 
Atlanta University. Three of 
the panelists for the earlier 
Delta forum were participants 
in this event.
The past few weeks in the 
Atlanta University Center 
have seen a number of 
political-oriented events. This 
recent emphasis, coupled with 
last year's Million Man March, 
is hoped to have an impact on 
voter turnout in the upcoming 
elections.
2-800 COLLECT in affiliations with Rock 
the Vote has made registering to vote as 
easy as picking up the phone! Call 1-800 
REGISTER to become a part of the. 
political process.
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A Common Practice:
Sweats Shops in Haiti
Continued from page 6
reads "Baseballs are made in 
Haiti: 5 cents an hour slave 
labor.
"I know that 
I have gotten 
into a child's 
mind when I 
hear, "What 





people want to 
argue, but 
usually people 






embargo enacted in 1991. The 
embargo was put in place by 
the United Nations and the 
Organization of American 




Aristide. In 1992, the Bush 
administration began granting 
special Treasury Department 
licenses to U.S. assembly 
plants that export from -Haiti.
"Everything from clothes 
to toys gets made in Haitian
sweat shops, all by the grand 
scheme of the world bank," 
explains Junior Drake 
Edwards. In 1981 the World 
Bank concluded that one of 
Haiti's only hepes for 
development was to rely on an
Paul Perreault/Southam News Graphics
export-led development 
strategy. This plan called for 
Haiti to emphasize its 
comparative advantages, one 
of which was its "low cost" 
working force.
Here in Atlanta, Wallace 
invites anyone to help expose 
the atrocities behind the 
products used in baseball 
games.
HOMECflWNG CONCERT il
Gerald Damien Bobby “Blue" Bland,
studeofs (Advance)
w ■
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5:00 p.m. - KOgore Raza
«»« ■ OUtll 13.
CORONATION: Ascension
7:00 p.m, - King Chapel
HOMECOMING CONCERTIMISS MAROON & WHITE
RECEPTION
5:00 p.m. - Kilgore Cerner
$15 GeneralGOSPEL CONCERT
Byron Cage & Purpose, Donald 
Lawrence & The Tri-City Singers,
& Wrfiiam Becton & friends 
7;(M> p.m. - King Chapel 
^.Morehouse students (Advance) 
$7 General admission (Advance)
AFTER PARTY
WWp.m. -Omni Hotel
SS Before 11'00 p.m. 
ftft After ' 1 60 ft m
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The Reverend Ot;s Moss 111, '92 
11:00 p.m. - King Chapel
COMEDY CONCERT
Adele Givens and Jamie Foxx 
10:00 p.m. - Morehouse 
Olympic Arena
§10 Morehouse students (Advance) 
$15 General admission (Advance)
HOMECOMING GAME
¿;06 p.mft - B.T. Harvey Stadium/ 
Edwin Moses Trade 
Morehouse.vs. Howard 
S3 ftft:ft sudents 
$12 General admission ■
(Hinni it i t. i«hm&
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fashions by Black designers 




MAROON AND WHITE DAY
fMTOlUK 13, «*>«►«»
FASHION SHOW: Xanadu
8:00 pm - King Chapel 
$2 Morehouse students 
$3 General Admission
S8 At the doorJAM-ON-THE-YARD




Goldman, Sachs & Co.
invites Morehouse College undergraduates 
to explore the many opportunities for 
professional growth within the firm.
Firmwide Presentation and Reception
Tuesday, October 22, 1996 
6:00 p.m.
Wheeler Hall, Room 234 
Casual Attire
Interviews
Wednesday, November 20, 1996
Firmwide Positions Information Technoloev Positions
Sign-up in Gloster Hall, Sign-up in Wheeler Hall,
Room 105 Room 127
Beginning November 4th Sign-up Has Begun
Goldman Sachs, an equal opportunity employer, docs not discriminate in 
employment on any basis that is prohibited by federal, state or local law.
Introducing Miss Maroon and White: Stormeé Windom
By C. Reynard Hardiman 
Features Co- Editor
Behind any strong black 
man, there is a strong black 
woman. Keeping in the same 
tradition, the men of 
Morehouse elected Stormeé 
Windom on Sunday, 
September 23,1996, as the new 
Miss Maroon and White.
Windom, a senior
Windhom hopes that under her leadership she will 
be able to lead Morehouse men to a greater 
commitment of service through some innovative 
initiatives.
Psychology major from Los 
Angeles, CA, stated that she 
was not really interested in 
running for the position, until
she realized the possibilities 
that the queen of Morehouse 
offered. "I wanted to take the 
title and go other places with 
it," commented Windom, "I 
felt that there was a need for 
Spelman and Morehouse to be 
brought together because the 
relationship is often exploited 
and underrated." After 
recognizing this void, she was 
called to service as the future
Miss Maroon and White.
Windom admits she was
not interested in running for a 
pageant of this magnitude





decided to run, 
she expressed 
that her friends 






decision on the 








that she was in
constant prayer to keep her 
composure — no matter what 
happened on the stage.
Windom expressed, "I kept 
asking myself, 'Why am I
Photo courtesy College Relations
Our reigning homecoming queen,
Miss Stormee Renai Windom
here?' But after the first scene 
I was at ease."
During her reign, Stormee 
maintains that her platform 
will be focused on community 
service. She stated that 
Morehouse men seem to have 
a lackadaisical attitude 
towards serving the AUC and 
the West End communities. 
"The little boys in the 
community look at Morehouse 
as a dream that they can never 
have, like Morehouse is so 
untouchable," she
acknowledged. "But I want 
Morehouse to go out and say 
that we are not untouchable."
Windom hopes that under 
her leadership she will be able 
to lead Morehouse men to a 
greater commitment of service 
through some innovative 
initiatives. First, she plans to 
start a mentoring program 
because there are young 
African American males in the
Continued on page 13
Morrow Directs The Glee Club To the 21st Century
By Marc Johnson 
Staff Writer
With a class including Dr. 
Walter Massey and Maynard 
Jackson, it would seem that the 
Morehouse early admissions 
program boasts some of the 
college's most illustrious 
alumni. It comes as no 
surprise, then, that the music 
department's own Dr. David 
Morrow, director of the world 
renowned Morehouse College 
Glee Club, matriculated at 
Morehouse in the fall of 1976 
at the historically significant 
age of 16.
A native of Rochester, 
New York, David Morrow, the 
young scholar, had no desire 
to follow his older brother, 
Donald ('77), "down south." 
David Morrow's longing to 
attend school elsewhere, 
however, was strongly 
influenced by his mother 
whose desire to have her son 
explore his "southern 
heritage" at a historically black 
college culminated in his 
enrollment at Morehouse 
College.
That it was not the 
cafeteria's cuisine or the five 
star lodging of the dormitories 
that kept David Morrow at 
Morehouse is somehow
comforting. Some things 
change; some things stay the 
same. Among the latter are the 
Glee Club, in which Morrow 
held several offices, and, the 
immutable academic
challenges of Morehouse. Each 
of these, the singing 
organization and the rigors of 
academia, respectively, 
encouraged him to remain 
and complete his education 
at Morehouse. What is 
more, the seemingly 
boundless loyalty of his 
mentor and predecessor,
Dr. Wendell Whalum, 
towards the college 
engendered a school pride in 
Morrow that grows with each 
year.
At the suggestion of Dr. 
Whalum, David Morrow 
returned to Morehouse in the 
fall of 1981 as an instructor of 
music and assistant director of 
the Glee Club. With a BA in 
Music and a Master's of Music 
in choral conducting, however, 
teaching would seem an 
insignificant medium towards 
reaching a career in 
conducting or performance. 
Dr. Morrow maintains, 
however, that he is definitely 
where he wants to be. Though 
he feels that teaching becomes 
tedious and frustrating when
it resembles "baby-sitting," he 
maintains that teaching is 
extremely rewarding "when it 
feels like I'm doing just that!" 
In fact, he
"When someone is learning it 
almost makes the salary issue 
insignificant."
One issue which has 
steadily grown in significance 
is Dr. Massey's establishing of 
a "World House Here at 
Morehouse". When asked 
what role music would play in 
establishing this world House, 
Dr. Morrow maintains that 
music can be an effective 
inroad to understanding
different cultures because 
music, by nature, "tells you 
something." That is to say that 
those things that a culture 
embodies are often conveyed 
by music; and as Dr. Morrow 
contends, "Because 
[African-Americans] 













under Dr. Morrow 
baton, has continued to 
uphold. Upon the death of 
Dr. Whalum, Dr. Morrow 
assumed directorship of the 
Glee Club in the fall of 1987. 
Espousing the ideals of hard 
work, commitment and 
brotherhood, he maintains 
that despite the opportunities 
outside the college in which to 
grow professionally and 
financially, to be the director of 
the selfsame organization 
which helped him to grow is a 
"phenomenal joy."
With the ink on passports
still fresh from the Glee Club's 
summer tour of Russia and the 
acclaim kindled by their 
participation in the opening 
and closing ceremonies of the 
Centennial Olympic Games, it 
would seem that the Glee Club 
is destined for greatness. An 
integral part of this 
"greatness" is contingent upon 
Dr. Morrow. Morrow, 
however, reciprocates this by 
suggesting that any eminence 
achieved by him will be 
contingent upon others 
including "God, my family 
and the Glee Club."
Without regard to success, 
Dr. Morrow maintains that he 
cares about Morehouse and 
her students. He quickly 
articulates, however, that he 
espouses excellence and, like 
other faculty members, will do 
what has to be done to ensure 
that the ideals and standards 
of Morehouse are upheld. 
With this in mind, all members 
of the Morehouse family, 
students and faculty in 
particular, can feel secure in 
the fact that this brother in 
song will sing on, embodying 
the characteristics of the 
scholar, the musician and, 







1) What would we do without the last minute? 2) 
When does the pain end and the healing begin? 3) 
How come some of all y'all are all in my toilet bowl 
and STILL don't know sh*t? 4) Isn't it ironic that you 
couldn't form Voltron without all the lions? 5) Keep it 
real, what are the REAL odds that you'll get with a 
sister from Howard this weekend? 6) If a dashiki 
makes you an African, does a Bulls jersey make you 
Jordan? 7) How you gonna talk about righteousness 
and murder in the
same sentence? 8) Is 
it me, or do a grip of 
Morehouse men 
look like Dark-N- 
Lovely ran through 
their cribs and went 
wild? 9) Why are
folks frontin' like the CIA hasn't ALWAYS been in the 
business of destroying our community? 10) When are 
Morehouse professors gonna face facts and just move 
Friday afternoon classes to the wall at Clark? 11) How 
come its never that bad.. .until it happens to you? 12) 
Why do egos stick to brothas like stink sticks to 
politics? 13) Could all the people who think our paper 
needs work, shut the hell up and start workin' WITH 
us? 14) Look man, how many times are you gonna 
mess up before you learn your lesson? 15) So what's it 
like to be a part of this [new] World [order] House?
16) If God did not keep my mind, where would I be?
17) Why is having Tribe and Ice Cube at the same show
like having pancakes and chitlins at 
the same meal? 18) Are you the 
only dork that isn't going to 
Underground Live 
Wednesday? 19) Before 
becomes the Black Elvis 
y'all STOP claimin' that
saw his ass at Lenox? 20) Are 
you still sleeping?
The Hand She Fans With
By Rodney Gabriel 
Features Co-Editor
Home is where the heart 
is. Right? Then, it would only 
seem fitting that author Tina 
McElroy Ansa decided to 
begin the opening leg of her 
cross-country tour at her alma 
mater Spelman College, 
promoting her latest release 
The Hand I Fan With 
(Doubleday, $23.95). With 
family and friends in the 
audience for her recent book 
signing and reading, Ansa 
could not help but express 
"how good it is to be home," 
in her warm, southern accent.
Once again, in her new 
novel, past readers are 
reintroduced to the fabled 
town of Mulberry, Georgia and 
revisited by the likes of Lena 
McPherson — a character the 
author thought she had long 
put back on the shelf in Baby 
of the Family. Yet, Ansa was 
quite reluctant in deciding 
whether Lena would return.
"But people would come 
up to me," she insists. "They 
loved Lena.
"Oh, what happened to 
Lena?" or "You know, I'm just 
ready for the sequel" are just 
some of the comments fans
Dennis Creates Clothes That Make A Statement
By Bekitemba Eric Taylor 
Contributing Writer
Anthony Dennis said that 
when people wear his designs, 
they are wearing a statement. 
Clearly there is a lot to be said 
for a t-shirt with a faceless,
■.VII. VC ,;VV_Vr CL» VilVtlg atvaiLieV LèYc-L SaVÇ. 
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nameless man on the front of 
it.
But, that's what Dennis, 
an Austell resident, wanted 
customers to notice about the 
logo he developed for No 
Names designs, also the name 
of his store at 60 Poplar St. in 
downtown Atlanta.
"I don't know exactly how 
the ideas come to me," said 
Dennis, "but they seem to pop 
into my head and I just have
made to her.
"And I would get very 
literary on them: 'Well, uh, the
Author Tina McElroy relaxing at her 
home on St. Simon Island.
work is finished, and I think it 
speaks for itself. You know, I 
don't think we have to go back 
to the same well every time,"' 
she sarcastically remarked in 
defense to their questions. 
"But I thought about it—Tina, 
people wanna hear about
to draw them from there." He 
explained that after he draws 
the look for his clothes, he 
rummages through magazines 
to find colors and styles that 
correspond with his drawings.
Dennis said that his urban 
underground gear should not 
be confused with hip-hop
wear. "My clothes are more on 
a conscious level, and hip-hop 
is more trendy," he said. The 
Buffalo, NY native said his 
focus group is 18-45, whereas 
hip-hop is mainly high school 
through 24.
"I want to take clothing to 
another level," said Dennis. 
He explained that No Names 
takes a chance at telling and 
showing black people the 
struggles that they once had as 
slaves, and how they are still
Lena."
And that they will. The 
Hand I Fan With embodies the 
same brand of folklore 
and employs the use 
of the ghosts and 
spiritual world, which 
made her two 
previous novels 
successful. Truly a 
labor of love, the 
whole story took Ansa 
nearly two years to 
complete and is 
written in the author's 
"mother language."
It is Ansa's 
mother Nellie who 
inspired her own love 
for literature. "She 
[my mother] would 
read," she recalls. 
"And I would think as 
the baby of the family, 
center of the universe: 
What in the world 
could be in those 
books that would 
keep me from my
mama, keep my mama from 
me?"
"When she'd put them 
down," she continues. "I'd go 
look at them, and they 
wouldn't even have no
Continued on page 13
under the spell of those 
conditions.
"When people wear my 
clothes," said Dennis, "I want 
them to learn about our 
struggle. I don't want them to 
forget about when we did not 
have identity, and how we 
used to be faceless, nameless 
men and women with no 
value," he said.
One of Dennis' favorite 
example of urban 
consciousness is his 
"Reminisce." The powerful t- 
shirt line features a plantation 
on the front where African 
families are being ripped apart 
by planters, overseers and 
slave drivers.
"When I thought of 
Reminisce, I drew it so that 
whoever wears it will know 
what it was really like," said 
Dennis. "If you look at it 
closely, you can see a mother 
being dragged away from her 
children, and a husband and 
wife being pulled apart so that 
he can be auctioned off," he 
said.
On the back of 
"Reminisce", there is a




Strange, Yet Familiar: My Experience in Ghana
By J. Todd Phillips 
Special to The Maroon Tiger
Mom has always said, "To 
whom much is given, much is 
expected. This summer, I was 
given the opportunity of a 
lifetime. I spent almost three 
months in Africa as’ an 
exchange student. My 
hometown, East Orange, NJ 
has a sister city in Ghana and 
this was the first year of a 
student exchange program. I 
was selected along with one 
female student to participate 
in the program.
From May 25 to August 
10, I lived with Mr. and Mrs. 
Ofori Boahene and their 
children in Akropong- 
Akuapem, Ghana, East 
Orange's sister city. My host 
parents, like all Ghanaians, 
were very warm and loving. 
The 12 children that lived in 
the house, ranging in age from 
nine to 24, became my brothers 
and sisters and taught me a 
great deal about Ghanaian 
home life. Living conditions 
were comfortable but lacked 
the amenities we in the United 
States take for granted. There 
was no hot water heaters; and 
the electricity was not always 
working; so cold showers and 
candle-lit nights were very
popular.
I worked at Akrofi- 







Bediako, a world- 
renown theologian,
I started a 
concordance of a 
Bible in Twi, the 
local language, and 
designed a
database to input 
the information on 
computer. This 
allowed me to gain 
insight on the Bible, 
learn some of the 
language and 
sharpen my
computer skills all 
at the same time!!
I also had the
opportunity to travel 
throughout the country. I 
visited Tema, location of many 
major industrial plants and 
operations. There, we toured 
several industries including 
VALCO, an American owned 
aluminum smelting plant that 
offers over 20,000 jobs and 
exports a major portion of its 
product to Europe and the
West. We also walked through 
a cocoa processing plant 
where chocolate was made, a
Photo Courtesy of J. Todd Phillips 
J. Todd Phillips '97 and his Ghanaian 
parents Mr. and Mrs. Ofori Boahene.
textile factory where beautiful 
African prints were weaved 
from raw cotton, and Unilever, 
an international domestic 
goods company whose 
products include Lever 2000 
soap. In Kumasi, the heart of 
the Ashanti region, we visited 
several museums, the largest 
shopping district in West 
Africa and other historic
places.
Perhaps the most spiritual 
experience was when I visited 
the slave castles at Cape 
Coast and Elmina. I stood 
in the very dungeons where 
millions of brothers and 
sisters were chained and 
shackled before being 
shipped off to Europe and 
the Americas. These, 
previously owned by the 
British and Portuguese, 
respectively, are two of the 
oldest and most well- 
preserved castles. In fact, 
there were over 60 castles 
and forts that housed slaves 
during the 17th, 18th and 
19th centuries.
While our ancestors 
fought off slave traders in 
the past, the new enemy is 
a fast-growing
technological society. 
Ghana is a developing 
country and is trying to
compete in a world of 
computers and high- 
performance machinery. The 
government has a huge 
responsibility of providing 
competitive schools and 
training for the population. In 
Akropong, I taught a class of 
30 primary school students 
basic computer skills. With 
one ancient computer, these
eager students learned about 
hardware, software and how a 
computer works. They 
enjoyed playing the games I 
designed and familiarizing 
themselves with this foreign 
machine. With the help of the 
Computer Science department 
chaired by Dr. Arthur Jones, 
Morehouse is attempting to 
donate some of her old 
computers to this and other 
needy villages throughout 
Ghana.
This experience has truly 
been a blessing for me. I have 
learned a great deal about 
Ghana, Africa as a whole, and 
perhaps most importantly, 
myself. This opportunity has 
opened my eyes to a myriad 
of new possibilities and a 
world of knowledge beyond 
the United States. Mom has 
always said, to whom much is 
given, much is expected. I 
have received so much from 
this experience; I hate to 
imagine what she now expects 
from me!!
]. Todd Phillips is a senior Computer 
Science major from East Orange, NJ. 
He is currently working on a book 
about his experince in Ghana, based 
on his personal journal.
People Distinguish The Way We Work.
Bain & Company 
cordially invites 
the Morehouse Class of 1997 
to a presentation 
on career opportunities 
in Global Strategy Consulting
Thursday, October 24th 
at 6:00pm
Living Learning Center II
BAIN & COMPANY
Global Strategy Consultants 
Two Copley Plaeë 
Boston, MA 02116





























Good food and spicy 
conversation is synonymous 
with home to the typical 
college student.
So the Sandwich Tree Cafe 
kindled fond memories for a 
number of homesick Atlanta 
University Center students 
when it opened January 1996. 
Being a Spelman grad, owner 
Leslie Bowman, 25, knew how 
to cater to students. "School 
is stressful. If we can offer a 
kind word and food that isn't 
that expensive, we can make 
them feel comfortable," said 
Bowman.
Located on 118 J. P. 
Brawley Drive, the Sandwich 
Tree Cafe is conveniently 
situated at the heart of AUC 
life. The shop offers an 
assortment of hoagie bun 
sandwiches, salads, and cakes. 
The average combo doesn't 
exceed five dollars.
The art of conversation is 
always alive in the Sandwich 
Tree Cafe. "Oh, gosh," says 
Bowman, laughing. "Students
talk about everything." carry them," says Bowman.
And the debates spread Bowman estimates that
AA/Staff
AUC students take a break from their busy schedule to grab a 
bite to eat at the Sandwich Tree Cafe.
beyond the two initiators on 
the subject, often including all 
the customers in the shop. 
"Just the other day there was 
this big debate over whether 
AUC shuttle drivers should 
carry guns. Then, it turned 
into a philosophical discussion 
on whether anyone should
over 150 people stop by the 
shop daily. Although she is a 
child development major who 
wants to pursue a career in 
social work, she decided to 
open her dream business now. 
"I said if I ever had the 
opportunity I would go for it," 
says Bowman.
Using her personal 
savings, she and her husband 
Will attempted to open the 
cafe in Union City, but the 
location had serious problems.
Later, she learned that the 
owner of Soul Source wanted 
to rent out his lower level. 
Familiar with the locale from 
her Spelman days, Bowman 
took advantage of the 
opportunity.
"I'm not business major 
nor do I come from a business 
family. There have been a lot 
of things to learn. But I've 
gotten a lot of support," says 
Bowman.
She adds that it's been a 
growing experience. Bowman 
worked almost 12 hours a day 
during the Centennial 
Olympic Games and over 10 
hours during the school year. 
With a small staff of one to five 
students, she's making a 
personal sacrifice.
"But it's worth it because 
I like what I do," says 
Bowman.
Miss Maroon andWhite Poised to Implement Platform
Continued from pagelO
community who are in dire 
need of attention and 
encouragement. In addition, 
she, along with the other AUC 
school queens, are trying to 
possibly pursue collective 
community service
opportunities.
Aside from these goals, 
Windom is striving to initiate 
some of the ideas of her court 
members. Second Attendant, 
Latoya Culver, wanted to 
begin a bone marrow donor 
program on the Morehouse 
campus. Windom strongly 
stated that the Maroon and 
White court will be visible on 
campus this year. "The 
problem in the past is that the 
court has not been seen," she 
stated eloquently, "But I hope
Tina Ansa Fanning Her Way to Success
Continued from page 11
pictures in them. What's this? 
WORDS? I said, 'Oh, shoot. 
Must be magic in these pages.' 
And I knew right then, I 
wanted to be a writer."
. However, Ansa credits her 
father for molding her into the 
journalist she later became for. 
The Atlanta Constitution. "He 
made me a big know-it-all 
because I loved to research. 
Every time at the dinner table, 
I'd say, 'Why is it this color? 
And what does that mean? 
And where does that go?"'
"He'd say the same thing 
every time," she remembers 
humorously. "'[You] got them
we will be able to start with 
our activities after 
homecoming."
A woman of many talents, 
Windom has been involved in 
several activities on the 
collegiate and national level. 
In the past, she has been a 
member of the NAACP, New 
Life Inspirational Choir, and 
the Spelman Junior Council. 
Additionally, she has held an 
office in the National Council 
of Negro Women.
After graduating from 
Spelman, she plans to attend 
medical school. However, she 
would like to take two years 
off from her graduate studies 
to work in the national 
initiative Teach for America. 
After her two year teaching 
stint, she seeks to resume her
damn, expensive-ass
encyclopedias in there that I
I tell young, African-American emerging writers all 
the time: You are so ahead of the game,
just bought. You better look it 
up!"'
"I tell young, African- 
American emerging writers all 
the time: You are so ahead of
plans for a career in medicine.
After her reign, Stromee 
wants to really be remembered 
as the Miss Maroon and White 
who was actually sincere 
about her intentions. "I did not 
run for the position because of 
the glamour and power," she 
emphatically stated. "I ran 
because I saw a need, not to 
fulfill the stereotypes that Miss 
Maroon and White has to be 
light complexioned and have 
long hair, etc..
"I would be more satisfied 
with SGA and Morehouse 
students to be able to say, 'That 
Miss Maroon and White 
served her title. She was with 
us — truly our sister, truly our 
queen."
the game," she says. "We 
come from a culture that really
has a facility with words, 
putting words up against each 
other in ways nobody ever 
thought of before."
Ansa admits, though, for
Making A Fashion Statement
Continued from page 11
message describing the ordeal and a solution for slave 
descendants who still bear the wounds of hundreds of years 
of subjugation.
Another of Dennis' favorite items is his line of vests. The 
idea first developed as when he was drawing out a design 
for a multi-purpose backpack that anyone could wear 
wherever they went. He, then, modified the design to upper 
body wear that became his new creation.
"You can wear them to go jogging or rollerblading in and 
use the pockets in the front to put your belongings in," said 
Dennis. He said that they are lightweight and very versatile. 
The vests sell for $49.
The rest of Dennis' wares range in price by item: t-shirts 
for $16-$19, sweatshirts for $35-$58, caps/ hats for $18-$21, 
and pants and jeans for $28-35. "We also carry Ray Hands' 
hats, LIFE designs by Jason Frone, and Mind, Body, and Soul 
designs from some designers in Florida," he said. "Since 
they are also designers that specialize in urban underground 
and conscious designs, I wanted to promote them as well."
Dennis has outfitted such notables as Donnie Simpson and 
Joe Clare of Black Entertainment Television, and his designs 
were featured in the Source magazine, Black Expo USA, 
American Rap Makers video show, Funk Jazz Cafe, and rap: 
videos by The Roots and Bushwhackers. He is currently 
preparing for Morehouse College's fashion show on Oct. 20, 
and will expand his business into promoting block parties 
and poetry slams at his shop.
"My advice to anyone out there who wants to design or 
go into business for themselves is not to give up," said 
Dennis. "Yeah, I fell on my face before, but I got right back 
up and kept going."
a long time she sought to write 
about those stories other than 
the ones in front of her.
"Many times we forget the 
gold is right there, right 
around us," she believes. 
"Our culture, our pasts . . . 
People walk on gold all the 
time and don't know what it 
is. But you gotta recognize it.
You gotta have the equipment 
to find it. And you have to 
stop when you ain't gettin' 
nothing. Am I right?"
EDITOR'S NOTE: More
information can be obtained about 
The Hand I Fan With on the World 




A Brother Responds to Black Rape
Black Rape*
The Maroon Tiger Staff
I got f*cked & it wasn't no thang, 
just a trip 'tween a boy 'n girl, 
some p*ssy & c*ck disease 
colonized our bodies, 
made him take me down in an alley, 
the knife still in his hand.
Just some man-woman thang,
take it like a woman,
take it like a white woman
raped by a white man,
not racially related, not culturally relevant,
take it like a woman,
b*tch.
'Sides, black men are under 
a lotta pressure I'm told, 
got good cause to act it out.
'Sides, black boys got decent 
reason to explode so
I got humped by a brother 
& the sickness sucked up my c*nt:
I wished for a demented Caucasian, 
Give me a clean hate,
I wasted a wish to make the c*ck white, 
make the swallowing a smoother acceptable 
kind of political pain.
The Maroon Tiger is published twelve times during the academic , ear of 
Morehouse College. Our goal is to maintain an independent editorial 
policy. Opinions on the Editorial Page of The Maroon Tiger are solely the 
views of the Editorial hoard, and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of 
Morehouse College, its administration, or The Maroon Tiger advisors, 
(ommentaries solely represent the views of the author, not the opinion of 





• "Black Rape" from High/Blood Pressure. Copyright © 1986 by Michelle T. Collins.
Reprinted by permission of West End Press.
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Tell me this brothers: Which element of Michelle Clinton's poem do you find more offensive; 
the poet's rather liberal use of coarse language, or the thematic indictment of a black man's 
"justifiable" violation of his sister? As a collective, we tend to focus on words with such intensity 
that we pass over the actions which those words describe. Before the word "nigger" falls fully 
from between a white man's lips, it has pierced our consciousness and seared through our 
emotional walls. We are so absorbed with the word-that we ignore the violence that generally 
follows its utterance. So it is with Clinton's' piece, a poem whose language may drown shallow 
brothers in words that collectively demonstrate that sexist abuse within our community is twice 
as destructive as sexism outside of it.
As I put the period on the end of my last sentence, I immediately envisioned a distinct socio­
political faction lunging for my throat with threats and catcalls based on my impropriety. In 
mainstream America, "the player" is seen as outdated, chauvinistic, and perhaps even barbaric, 
but in the context of the African American masculine body politic, THE correct thing to be IS a 
player. One of the main properties of playerism is domination of AT LEAST one woman, 
emotionally, financially, or sexually, with emphasis placed on the maintenance of a 3:1 ratio of 
female dependence to male emotional attachment. The "true" player doesn't give a f*ck
In my mind's eye, I see swarms of angry men temporarily losing their effervescent cool and 
complaining bitterly with all the eloquence a southern twang can produce: "Ay dog, why you 
playa hatin'?" But, brothers, what is a player who doesn't make the rules? The answer: A 
delusioned pawn. While words wrap feeble minds into tired frenzies, incapable of comprehension, 
messages dip deeply into conscience and produce unmitigated flavor. The flav of Clinton's message 
is this (and brothers pay close attention): gendercide is GENOCIDE; the socio-spiritual implications 
of the disrespect in its infinite forms that we display towards our sisters is COUNTER- 
revolutionary. When rap artist Too Short screams "BITCH" for all the world to hear, he has robbed 
you of 15 bucks for the privilege of reinforcing the image of a chocolate sex toy with a pulse, AND 
he's made the distributor of his records, a company NOT based in Rwanda I bet, some extra loot. 
The translation: Somewhere a white man is getting paid every time we buy into the objectification 
of our mothers, sisters, and daughters.
You think Clinton's piece is about the rape of a sister? Wrong. It is the poetic declaration, a 
public admittance that her brothers have cognitively bent over and been mind f-cked. Some of 
my peers turned to this page, saw the title, and figured that I would be responding to what is 
rapidly becoming known as "The Incident." My take on it is that there is one absolute truth about 
what transpired on September 28th, and no one knows that truth but the parties involved and 
God. Whether the brothers are innocent or guilty is of no consequence to the fact that the mentality 
still exists. Some of us heard about the incident and rather than condemn the POSSIBILITY of the 
act of rape, we mentally re-played the scenario over in our minds, putting ourselves in the man's 
position, feeling no guilt because in the image, she didn't even THINK about saying no. Call me 
a player hater; I embrace that title openly. The game you play, the inspiration for figurative and 
literal "Black Rape," is costing us precious time in a much larger struggle. Liberation will not 
come to a divided people. —Marc Joseph, Editor-In-Chief
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Morehouse Welcomes Her Shepherds Home
By Gregory L. Johnson, Jr. 
A&E Co Editor
(Note: all definitions for 
home are indicated in italics, 
and paraphrase actual 
definitions from Webster's 
Collegiate Dictionary, 9th 
edition.)
Luke 15:4
4 "What man of you, 
having an hundred sheep, if he 
lose one of them, doth not 
leave the ninety and nine in 
the wilderness, and go after 
that which is lost, until he find 
it?"
For approximately four to 
six years of our new adult 
lives, Morehouse is, for many, 
a social unit formed by a 
family living together and, for 
a chosen few, the place of 
origin for our mature 
manhood and meaningful 
leadership. Many of us leave 
Morehouse wielding our 
degrees as keys, opening 
many doors and exploring 
much of what the world has to 
offer. Few of us heed the call 
of the shepherd, leaving 
behind the stability and 
security of material success to
search ceaselessly until that 
last, lost sheep is home free or 
out of jeopardy.
A year has passed since 
the historic Million-Man 
March and Dr. Massey's 
arrival at Morehouse, and we 
are again called home to the 
establishment that provides 
residence and care for the 
mental and spiritual growth 
and development of a people 
with special needs, the 
embattled Black Male. Though 
we admire the great legacies of 
men like Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Marcus Garvey, Dr. 
Benjamin Elijah Mays, and El 
Hajj-Malik El-Shabazz 
(Malcolm X), we are all called 
to lead. As men, we must 
choose to be chosen, for all 
men are given free will. We 
must also realize that within 
each problem demanding 
resolution lies a blessing 
awaiting a noble recipient. We 
must proceed towards this 
source of radiated energy, 
guided by higher ideals. We 
must home in on the burdens 
of our people and remove 
them.
Luke 15:5-6
5 "And when he hath
found [the sheep,] he layeth it 
on his shoulders rejoicing.
6 "And when he cometh 
home, he calleth together his 
friends and neighbors, saying 
unto them, rejoice with me; for
We are again CALLED to convert our prodigality into 
prodigy, to cease squandering our wealth foolishly and 
develop something extraordinary, inexplicable and 
wondrous.
I have found my sheep which 
was lost."
We' welcome home our 
brothers who have gone out 
into the world and made the 
ideals of Morehouse a reality. 
Not everyone honors the ties, 
the contract if you will, that 
binds each son to the other, so 
we must often and loudly 
praise those who have. Again, 
many of us must choose to
honor and strengthen these 
ties, especially during a time 
when, we are called to 
contribute to a new 
Morehouse legacy. We must 
abandon the selfishness and
apathy on all parts 
(administration, faculty, and 
students as well!) that threaten 
to mar our mystique. For 
students still undergoing 
matriculation, we must MAKE 
this institution our home and 
base of operations if we wish 
to get the most out of our time 
and money. Given our access 
to the number of resources 
Morehouse affords us, we are
again CALLED to convert our 
prodigality into prodigy, to 
cease squandering our wealth 
foolishly and develop 
something extraordinary, 
inexplicable and wondrous.
We can and must do this, for it 
is written in Luke 15:32, "It 
was meet that we should make 
merry, and be glad; for this thy 
brother was dead, and is alive 
again, and was lost, and is 
found."
Morehouse men who have 
heeded the call are welcomed 
home.
Is Morehouse Aiding In Our Community’s Brain Drain?
Career Day is one of 
several events which 
highlights the administration's 
skill at sending mixed 
messages to its students. On 
one hand, Morehouse never 
misses an opportunity to 
admonish its students to 
"never forget their 
community" and urges us to 
answer the Benjamin E. Mays 
call to service. Meanwhile, 
every May, Morehouse 
auctions off their best-bred, 
our "Nima Warfields," to the 
highest corporate bidder. 
Once again, our community 
has been robbed of its 
leadership. Brothers are 
entitled to an honest 
discussion of their role in 
community development.
Annually, the Equal 
Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC) compiles 
demographic information on 
private sector employers with 
over 100 employees. Based on 
1995 EEOC statistics, 4 million 
persons have been identified 
as officials and managers. 
These are administrators who 
set broad policies, and exercise 
overall responsibility for 
execution of these policies. Of
these millions, there are only 
125, 945 African-American 
males.
Unfortunately, a great 
number of my brothers will 
interpret these statistics as a 
grand window of opportunity 
to join the ranks of corporate 
servitude. If those brothers 
were true students of history, 
their vision might not be 
impaired by myopic goals of 
monetary gain, allowing them 
to see the huge red flag 
corporate America is waving. 
That red flag is signalling 
corporate America's staunch 
resistance to African- 
American men having any 
substantive role in the work 
place. That said, I find it 
particularly disturbing that 
many brothers are all too 
eager to take their place in 
corporate America.
Black men often enter 
these corporate positions 
under the mistaken 
impression that they will 
suddenly be poised to serve 
the African-American 
community. Let us assume a 
Morehouse .man enters 
corporate America with the 
ideal of bringing more
brothers into the corporate 
fold. Let us also assume some 
brothers will try to funnel 
money to our people through 
corporate community 
initiatives. In order to 
effectively implement such a 
plan, they would have the 
near insurmountable task of 
influencing executives to 
embrace equitable hiring and 
promotion practices and 
developing an abiding sense 
of community. Those 
principles generally fly in the 
face of most existing corporate 
power structures; officials and 
managers accepting such 
principles would signify a 
major shift in a corporate 
culture founded on 
capitalism. The energy 
wasted on such an 
undertaking would be better 
spent directly on our 
community.
Some brothers will 
contend that we cannot afford 
to turn away the financial help 
that cometh from corporate 
America. Haki Madhubuti 
profoundly stated, "We have 
survived without outside 
funding." Our community 
desperately needs to reclaim
the human resources that 
corporate America has 
swindled from us. I 
understand my brother's 
attraction to corporate 
America and often wrestle 
with the idea
of pursuing 
















beyond his years, asked, 
"How much will your job be 
worth to your people after 
you're dead and gone?" Your 
obligation to the community 
must be measured by the 
legacy you leave behind. The 
reason why Malcolm and 
Martin mean so much to us 
today is because of the 
PRINCIPLES that they stood
for, the moral legacy that they 
left behind. Rockerfeller 
constructs buildings, integrity 
constructs men.
I submit our community is 




your assistance on the front 
lines in the war to educate our 
youth. The positive effects of 
having African-American men 
physically present in the 
community, in leadership 
positions such as educators, 
will surely out-weigh the 
contributions of the brothers 
removed from our reality 







Spelmanites Express Outrage Over Dean Carter's Remarks
The following letter was 
submitted in response to Dean 
Carter's Remarks in the Sunday, 
October 6 Worship Service.
As a large part of the King 
Memorial Church family and 
as other concerned 
Spelmanites, we would like to 
express our deep pain and 
anger in reference to your 
comments made at the 
worship service this morning. 
We were astonished that your 
main concern was for the men 
in jail with no concern 
expressed for the alleged 
victim. We were dismayed by 
the highly inappropriate story 
that invited the congregation 
to relate the female being 
described to the young 
woman who was assaulted, 
and the suggestion that young 
women must be responsible 
for their actions while young 
men need not be. While some 
were compelled to leave the 
service early, many more were 
lead to meet this afternoon to 
discuss the issues your 
remarks raised. We take 
exception to your statements 
for the following reasons.
Lifting concern for the 
young men while ignoring the
young woman's plight 
divided the Spelman/ 
Morehouse female/male 
communities and ignored our 
Christian obligation to be 
concerned with the welfare of 
all people.
We found your 
understanding of the true 
issues involved in the 
violent crime of rape 
to be faulty. As 
evidence of this, we 
point to the 
particularly offensive 
description of the 
woman wearing "a 
strip of tape," the 
woman whose skirt 
was "sprayed on," and that 
she was "an accident waiting 
to happen." Although you did 
not relate your remarks 
directly to the alleged rape, 
you certainly did invite your 
listeners to draw such 
conclusions. As if that wasn't 
enough, you went on to make 
implied criticisms of us and 
our attire, singling us out for 
scrutiny and making us 
responsible for the actions of 
others, while leaving those 
others blameless. You 
victimized the victim in your
remarks, and this was unfair, 
inappropriate and unchristian.
Your comments ruined the 
mood of worship and caused 
us to ask, "Who do we turn to 
for spiritual guidance when 
our leaders are placing blame 
rather than offering comfort.?" 
Our understanding of
Lifting concern for the young men while ignoring the young 
woman’s plight divided the Spelman/Morehouse female/ 
male communities and ignored our Christian obligation to 
be concerned with the welfare of all people.
scripture is that judgment is 
the Lord's. Therefore we 
interpreted your comments 
not as scriptural but as the 
expression of a personal 
opinion. This confusion of the 
two caused disillusionment 
and alienation within the 
congregation.
This was a day on which 
an uplifting and encouraging 
message was needed, but we 
did not receive one. This was 
a day on which the Word of 
God should have been the 
healing centerpiece of the
worship, but instead we seem 
to have received your own 
thoughts, along with a thinly 
veiled reprimand of the 
women who were present. 
The issue of the alleged sexual 
assault is upsetting enough, 
but you added salt to the 
wound with your insensitivity.
Whom can Spelman 
women count on if not their 
Morehouse brothers? Yet, you 
suggested that a heinous crime 
of violence perpetrated against 
a Spelman woman by 
Morehouse men should be 
excused or even justified 
because the sisters are "loose," 
and the brothers are weak and 
must be expected to succumb 
to "temptation." Rape is not 
about lust or attire; it is about 
power and control.
You are daily in a position 
to teach Morehouse men
healthy, Christian attitudes 
about women, but this 
morning you did the reverse. 
We would like you to 
apologize publicly, during 
worship. We would also like 
to meet with you to discuss 
how to heal the rift you have 
caused with your remarks. 
Until you have responded to 
all the concerns of our hearts 
we will not be fully 
comfortable in worship at 
King Chapel.
Sincerely,
0 (X. y, 0JU.C
Ms. Raena J. Harwell ----- ;— Ms. Rachel A. Zinman d
Ms. Andrea Williams
Avi SpJiZi -j
Ms. Adriana M. Spikes
Camille M. Brown 
Jameelah M. Grant 
Raena J. Harwell 
Melinda J. Lewis 
Kristi V. Mizelle 
Adriana M. Spikes 
Kelita L. Wiley 
Andrea Williams 
Rachel A. Zinman
Dean Carter Issuses Apology To 
Disgruntled Spelman Students Letter to The Editor
The following letter was 
issued in response to the letter 
submitted by the Spelman 
students who were offended by 
Dean Carter's Remarks in the 
Sunday, October 6 Worship 
Service.
This open letter comes as 
a sincere and heartfelt apology 
to you and all members of the 
Atlanta University Center 
community for remarks I 
made today in the worship 
service at the Morehouse 
College Chapel.
Although I did not intend 
to communicate a sexist 
message, I understand now 
that is precisely what I did in 
my remarks before the 
sermon. In my impulsive and 
overzealous attempt to be 
dramatic, both women and 
men in the congregation were 
offended, and understandably 
so. As has been pointed out to 
me by several Spelman 
women, I failed grievously on 
this occasion in my role as a 
spiritual leader. Please charge 
my behavior to ignorance and 
not to willful intention.
I utterly reject the notion 
that the clothing chosen by any 
individual should attract 
unwanted attention, much less
abuse. I beg the forgiveness of 
those wounded by my 
remarks. Gender
discrimination, or even the 
appearance of such 
discrimination, has no place in 
the liturgy of ecumenical 
Christian worship or in a 
community of civility, 
especially that of Morehouse 
College.
Tomorrow morning, 
during an all-college assembly, 
Provost John H. Hopps will 
acknowledge my egregious 
error in judgment and 
underscore Morehouse's 
abhorrence of gender 
discrimination. This letter will 
be disseminated at the end of 
that assembly. Also, I intend to 
apologize publicly in next 
Sunday's worship service.
Meanwhile, I invite you to 
share your feelings about this 
matter with me in person. I am 
eager to listen, learn and grow. 
Sincerely,
Lawrence Edward Carter Sr. 
Dean of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. International Chapel
I would like to address 
this "rape" issue that has 
taken place on campus. 
Before I begin I would like to 
say something to all my "real 
sistas" at Spelman, Clark, 
and Morris Brown. Don't 
even trip. I'm not talking to 
you. Rape is a serious crime 
and I do not condone it or 
take the matter lightly. 
However, it is my 
understanding that this was 
not a rape. My
understanding is that the girl 
got drunk and consented. 
Then, having regretted her 
actions and talked with her 
roomate, got her revenge by 
reporting the incident as a 
rape. Add a phone call to 
Daddy and it's on. Four 
young Black Men are robbed 
of future oppurtunities, stuck 
in jail, and kicked out of 
school.
To the young lady in 
question, check yourself. 
Don't yell smoke if their is no 
fire. I understand, you felt 
like you played yourself and 
you felt dirty afterwards. It 
was bad judgement that got 
you caught up, and you felt 
the men took advantage of
you. Charge it to the game, 
learn from your mistakes and 
move on. If you did not object 
to the situation when it 
occured, please do not do it 
now. Do the right thing. Tell 
the truth. Admit you made a 
mistake and move on. The 
truth hurts, but it can set you 
free. Do not ruin lives for 
revenge.
To the administration, do 
not defend your reputations as 
cowards. I thought we were 
innocent until proven guilty. 
Sounds familiar. Does that 
apply to students at 
Morehouse? No student 
should be removed from 
school on an allegation until it 
is proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt. I do not care how much 
pressure you are receiving 
from Spelman, the girl's 
parents, or anyone else, your 
first responsibility is to us. 
Being accused of a crime does 
not make you guilty. A college 
for Black men should, of all 
institutions, be aware of this 
fact. Also these new visitation 
rules are a joke. Treat us like 
Men and Women. Allow us to 
make our own decisions and 
to suffer the consequences.
Stop trying so hard to bow 
down and please everyone 
except your students.
To all the real 
"Morehouse Men," do not 
just stand by and let this 
happen. We need to unite, 
we need to march, we need 
to let the world know that 
we will "have our brothers 
backs." If it could happen 
to any one of us, it could 
happen to all of us. 
"United we stand, divided 
we fall."
To my girl that says she 
was raped, I was not there. 
My opinions are based 
upon what I have heard. If 
I am wrong, if you did say 
no, then I apologize, and I 
support you in doing what 
you feel is right. Only you 
know; but if I am right, then 
you have got to put a stop 
to this because brothers' 
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Atlanta University Center Students 
Respond to Rape Allegations
1 think she went home, 
thought about It and felt 
used. Then her conscience 
told her. and she said, Tve 
been raped." That's not right. 
If you are going to be sexually 
promiscuous, deal with the 
consequences.
I don't think they did it. A 
girl did something she 
regretted, came back and 
tried to get back at them. 
Hopefully they will get off. If 
not. it's tragic.
I think this should be a wake­
up call to the Morehouse- 
Spelman community, 
because rape happenxs all 
the time. I'm sure it has 
happened on many 
occasions in the AUC 
campus, but no one has 
come forth before. People 
should realize what's going 





1 don't know if both parties 
were drunk. Neither one of 
them had any business 
drinking. And why was she. 
over there so late? That’s 
not to justify their actions; 
they were wrong. Two 
wrongs don’t make a right. 
But on some level, you 
have to watch what you do. j 
Don’t place yourself in 
certain situations and you J 
don’t have to worn' about
_ things happening, r
I thought they were 
supposed to be showing 
the underclassmen at 
Morehouse how to respect 










We want to see these: 
brothers get a fair trial. We 
don’t want things to lean to
one side because the media 
has seemed to blow a lot of
things out of proportion, 
but, hopefully, justice will 
prevail. Right now, it’s in 
God’s hands.
' ; ' aIt è; 1
On The Bookshelf Are You Ready?Then Get On The Bus




Parable of the Sower 
By Octavia Butler
Behold a Pale Horse 
By William Cooper
Metu Neter Vol. I 
By Ra Un Nefer Amen I
The Temple of my Familiar 
By Alice Walker
The Dermis Probe 
By Idries Shah
Of Water and the spirit 
By Malidoma Patrice Some
Speak My Name 





The Truth According to Tony Brown 
By Tony Brown
The Tao of Pooh 
By Benjamin Huff
By Gregory Johnson, Jr.
A & E Co-Editor
On October 16,1995, over 
one million Black men met in 
Washington, D.C. That's a fact. 
Their steps formed a collective 
leap towards moral, social and 
spiritual redefinition of Black 
Manhood. That's the story. 
Will memories of the "miracle 
at the Mall" fade, leaving us 
with a naked fact? In years to 
come, who will tell the whole 
story?
The journalist, author, 
actor, and director of West 
Africa, the griot immortalized 
his people's legacy. 
"Blackballed" from the most 
powerful media on earth, our 
modern griots perenially 
struggle to reclaim our 
identity. In Get On the Bus, 
director Spike Lee brings them 
together in a new film, a new 
victory in this struggle.
As one character gripes, , 
"Hollywood thinks they've 
got us all summed up."So, in 
"the spirit of self-reliance and
Sculptor Donald Brown Showcases His Talent
By Reginald Berry 
Staff Writer 
&
By Kenji Jasper 
A & E Co-Editor
Energy. Voice. Focus. This 
is how Donald Brown 
describes art. But after 
meeting him, it's visible that 
these words could possibly 
apply to himself as well.
Morehouse students have 
recently had the opportunity 
to see Brown working on a 
new sculpture outside of the 
Kilgore Hall snack bar in the 
past few weeks. He's come to 
Morehouse to give students 
the opportunity to see a Black 
sculptor at work. He knows 
that many black people have 
never seen or heard of 
sculptors and as a result he's 
been well-received by the 
students.
"We have dreams but we 
don't chase them," Brown 
says. He believes that people, 
especially Black people, limit 
themselves in what they can 
accomplish. He says that 
people choose to focus on one 
talent instead of using all the
self-empowerment," Lee says, 
he turned down studio money 
and raised 2.5 million dollars 
in contributions by Black men:
The Cast of Spike Lee 's Get on the Bus featuring such notables 
as Ossie Davis, Charles Dutton and Bernie Mac.
Lee, Danny Glover, Wesley 
Snipes, Will Smith, Johnnie 
Cochran, Jheryl Busby, BET 
CEO Robert Johnson, and 
many others made the film 
happen financially.
Lee also recruited a 
dream-team cast of veteran 
actors and bright new stars to
talents they have to their 
advantage.
Brown was born in
We have dreams but 
we don’t chase them,” 
Brown says. He 
believes that people, 
especially Black 
people, limit
themselves in what 
they can accomplish.
Overhampton, a small town in 
England, the son of a mill 
worker and a nurse. He's been 
sculpting since he was eleven 
and has been shaping and 
molding ever since.
In addition to being an
portray a diverse group of 
brothers on a bus to the 
Million-Man March. The trip 
brings together generations:
the elder whose prayers, 
memories and djembe drum 
begin, guide and end the 
journey meaningfully; the 
"working joe" driver 
determined to get them there; 
the young film student who 
Continued on page 20
artist, Brown is also a 
businessman. His business 
skills are primarily utilized to 
market his work. He 
believes his success has 
come from his ability to 
combine both skills to 
keep bread on the table.
In his art, Brown has 
not only made an effort 
to represent Blacks but, 
more importantly, to 
make art accessible to 
those who wish to own 
it. He prices his own 
work far below typical 
prices that most people 
can't afford.
But Brown isn't 
stopping at just making 
the art. His next project 
is setting up a place to 
display it. "The Black 
Achievement Hall of 
Fame" will artistically 
display the greatest 
achievements of African 
Americans. You never know 
when or where his museum 
might turn up. But with an 
imagination like Brown's? You 
might want to look out of your 





The High Rise of Underground Live
By Ytasha Womack 
Contributing Writer
It's rare when young 
adults have a forum of their 
peers to share their creativity 
without the fear of failure or 
the promise of money. 
Especially when there's no one 
to even organize an effort for 
them to be heard. But 
Underground Live, an event 
sponsored by the Morehouse 
Maroon Tiger, provides that 
opportunity.
Organized by a team led 
by Tiger editors: Marc Joseph, 
Gregory Johnson, Jr. and Kenji 
Jasper along with CAU's 
Jackie Collins, Underground 
Live is an open-mic session for 
all budding poets, rappers, 
writers and singers eager to 
share their work. It's debut 
exhibition on September 25th 
in Kilgore Hall drew more 
than 200 students, half of 
whom came to perform.
The audience was a 
motley crew to say the least, 
ranging from the stereotypical 
"artsy" type to the rougher- 
edged crowd, from the
conservatively dressed to the 
Afrocentically clad. But in the 
midst of diversity the crowd 
functioned like family- 
hugging and conversing in the 
name of self-expression.
The show illustrated 
what's on the minds of young 
Black America. Love, sex, 
AIDS, violence, politics, 
brotherhood, enlightenment 
and spirituality were all 
addressed in the course of the 
evening. Underground Live is 
a microcosm of the pains and 
joys that the "other" 
Generation X experience. 
Others like Morehouse junior 
Chester Starks sought to 
enlighten. He posed:
"Can't you see that the 
blind tend to see better than 
the sighted? Simply because 
their first eye is not labeled 
their third eye."
Ingrid Sildey came 
political with lines like : 
"Politicians, you trick for roles 
like prostitutes for 
greenbacks."
Themes of other female 
poets included analyzing the 
duality of loving men who 
sexually accost them. Rebecca
Newman of CAU told of 
women who try to 
findthemselves "in the arms of
Khari Shiver/Staff
Rhythms, rhymes, and vibes: Aperformer taps into the essence 
of Underground Live
every man. Checking out your 
pocket, seeing if my body is 
fair exchange for your wallet."
Even the freestyle rap was 
creative and stood above 
rhetoric and coined cliches.
Like Kanetic's off the cuff "I've 
got verbal inhalers to help you 
breathe if you have asthma."
The organizers were very 
successful in creating a 
comfortable atmosphere 
suited to ease the shyest poet 
to come to the mic. They 
selected a familiar locale as 
opposed to the straight-laced 
feel of an auditorium that 
could easily intensify the 
potential nervousness of 
participants. In addition, two 
djembe drummers, Salah 
Brown and Jamyla Brewton, 
bass guitarist Michael and DJs 
Brett and Lifee added their 
musical elements to the 
ambiance and provided the 
right musical moods for the 
works of the performers.
Most participants weren't 
professionals but closet poets 
and MCs who had never 
performed their work in front 
of an audience. So if you've got 
a knack for rhyming, have a 
couple of essays tucked away 
or just want to check out talent 
in the AUC, Underground 
Live is the perfect outlet for 
you to express yourself.
“Back like Christ to Resurrect the West”: Rass Kass
By Gregory L. Johnson, Jr. 
A&E Co-Editor
Rass Kass' Soul On Ice is 
a Self-fulfilling prophecy, an 
effort that hails him as the 
West Coast Hip-Hop Holy 
Comforter. Ignore The Source 
. Take Rappages' review with 
a grain of salt. In spite of 
unfair criticisms, it will win 
converts nationwide. Y'all 
can't let Ras Kass' genius go 
unrecognized or unrewarded. 
For the people who love 
* microwaved bursts of dance­
floor excitement: Listen.
This LP is designed for- 
(gasp!)- Lengthy Play. There 
are no three-minute mood 
swings that blow up and 
scatter into minuscule 
fragments. The beats aren't 
designed to show off. Instead 
the album focuses on Rass 
Kass' flow. It blends sound- 
snippets with filtered chords 
and often extrmely recycled 
breakbeats. At best, they're 
narcotic and nocturnal. At 
worst, they give Rass 
something passable to rhyme 
to.
Remember how Rakim's 
songs were line-by-line 
initiations into hip-hop 
mysticism? With help from DJ 
Shortkut, on "Sonset," Rass
Kass brings back that fresh, 
underground vibe similarly 
found in Common.




























featuring Coolio, and 
"Marinatin'" might win Rass 
some attention.
Rass is a brilliant intellect 
that easily matches Nas' street 
sense and storytelling. "As It 
Is In Heaven" and "The
Brian Cross/Priority Records
Rass Kass lets his Soul chill on Ice
Nature of the Threat" earn the 
"classic" label, surpassing 
KRS-One's and even college 
scholars' knowledge pound- The Next
Underground Live
Wednesday, October 23,1996 
Kilgore Center Snack Bar Area.
We're doing it again y'all. Poems, prose, 
rhymes, and vibes. I'm talkin instant 
gratification for DEEP-ROOTED lusts, 
for lyrical eargasms. We got the phattest 
DJs; we got African Drums, a bassist, 
ANYTHING you need, everything you 
want for YOU and yours babeh.
for-pound. So, does he lack 
"star quality?" Is his sound not 
big-budget enough? Or is it 
that "elevating is treated like 
elevator music/ Cause niggas 







Tribe’s Vibe with the Westside Set to Rock the House
By Mark Allwood 
Assistant A&E Editor
Friday, October 18, A Tribe 
Called Quest, along with Ice 
Cube, will perform in the new 
Morehouse Olympic Arena. 
Both groups are currently 
riding off the success of phat
Do not be surprised if anyone from the 
newly-reinstated Native Tongues 
makes an appearance as well.
new music. Ice Cube, with 
WC (of the Madd Circle) and 
Mack 10, has formed the 
vicious Westside Connection 
and is expected to drop an 
album any minute now. A 
Tribe Called Quest just 
recently released their fourth 
LP, "Beats, Rhymes and Life", 
which is destined to become
yet another hip-hop classic for 
the trio (minus Jarobi) from 
Queens, NY. Tribe's stop at 
Morehouse is part of a college 
tour which will bring the 
group up and down the east 
coast for about a month. 
Because the tour is geared 












Morehouse brings in two of 
the hottest acts from the east 
and left coasts. There is no 
revealing if Ice Cube will bring 
the rest of Westside 
Connection with him to the 
ATL. But rest assured, the self- 
proclaimed don of the 
westside has enough hits 
under his own belt to
sufficiently rock a 
crowd. From 
"Steady Mobbin'" 
to last year's hit 
"Friday", Cube 
will have enough 
material to keep 
even the most 
uptight heads 
happy. As for 
Quest, their shows 
can always be 
surprising. 
Consequence, a 
new ill kid featured 
on "Beats, Rhymes 
and Life", will 
hopefully bless us 
with his presence.
Do not be 
surprised if anyone 
from the newly- 
reinstated Native 
Tongues makes an 
appearance as well.
To find out you will 
just have to see for
yourself and buy a ticket. It 
will be worth what little 
money you have to spend!
Christian Lantry/Jive Records
The crew from Queens marauds through life, with rhymes and beats that 
get low ends instinctively travelling.
Creative Movement Brothers: "Drop'pin' It at Homecoming 1996
By Vernando Reuben 
Associate Editor
Live. Right from the 
patchwork living room rug of 
their immodestly furnished 
Buckhead apartment, we have 
Horace and Yusef Davis, co­
producers, co-directors, 
entertainment coordinators, 
brothers, and business 
partners in "Da 
Drop." "Da Drop," not 
to be mistaken with 
any of the other 
fashion shows
appearing this month, 
is, in Horace's 
estimation, anything 




incorporates all the 
theatrical elements of a 
classic suspense, and then 
some. It includes mad drama, 
explosive action, intrigue, and 
if that isn't enough, musical 
acrobatics. Yes, I'm talkng, 
backflips and ery'thing short 
of a soundtrack. With a 
massive ad campaign 
surrounding the production, 
you by now have heard or read 
that Jay-Z is slated to perform. 
Shhh! That's not a rumor, just 
one minor aspect of the show, 
nothing to make any noise 
about.
Just what are we doing 
here anyway? Definitely not 
interviewing. Horace is on the 
phone taking care of whatever 
business surrounding his 
numerous artisistic endeavors; 
Yusef, who was also blessed 
with asthetic genetics, is also 
diligently at work on some 
manianical, fantastically
abstract cocoction on paper 
(that, when finished, will no 
doubt, convey some 
indecipherable message); and 
me, I'm absorbing space and 
taking notes. The rest of CMB 
is not present.
Collectively, we're feeding 
our libidinal hunger via a 
sharp 27" tel-a-lie box-view of 
MTV's alternative soul, where, 
through her Soundgarden, we 
can try Smashing Pumpkins 
alongside the Wallflowers. 
The point? Their 5 minute
bites into alternative surreality 
is indicative of their own 
creative diversity as well as 
their voracious appitietes in 
the consumption of their 
genre, whatever they decide it 
to be. These core members of 
Creative Movement Brothers 
(CMB) are just that, innovators 
moving kinetically with never 
too much creative 
energy.
Conceptually, "Da 
Drop" takes us beyond 
the limits of the Euro- 
inflated Paris-
emulating ghetto
approach at a fashion 
show. "We're not trying 
to to do what is [and 
will be] traditionally 
done . . . That's why 
we've assembled a live 
cast of African 
American 
designers,"suggests Yusef.
"Da Drop" is urban prozac 
for the acedemically deranged. 
It is also a reflection of our 
culturally unique sense of 
style and a celebration of our 
inexplicable (though maybe a 
survival skill) death-defying 
determination to look "jiggy" 
no matter what.
According to Yusef, "The 
Drop is everything you might 
do in a weekend. You '11 
probably hit the mall (so we 
got fashion); girls tryin' to see
guys; guys checkin' out girls 
(we got models); you may 
wanna see a movie (we got 
theatrics); and you'll definitely 
be trying to get your groove on 
later that evening (we got DJ 
Kid Kapri)."
But, please. Forget all the
Get on the Bus
Continued from page 18
aims to document it all; and the angry son forced to come 
to terms with his absent father.
In close quarters, the men confront tense issues. Who 
really serves the community, a biracial cop who sees justice 
in black and white, or a reformed Muslim who has 
experienced the gray areas firsthand? What "American 
dream" feeds an actor's avarice and defers an old man's 
dream? Is Farrakhan "the only free Black man in 
America," or a bigot? Why do these men march without 
the sisters? Is a "strong, GAY Black man" a joke, or 
someone to respect?
These serious questions are tempered by vivid images 
and absorbing emotions. Viewers are drawn in with 
breathtaking cinematography. Brilliant dialogue and roles 
infused with human complexity mirror the actual 
experience of the march. Moviegoers will see themselves 
or someone they know in Ossie Davis, Gabriel Casseus, 
Thomas Jefferson Byrd, Andre Braugher and perhaps even 
Isaiah Washington. Moving introduction / testimonials, 
fears of a "holoclipsical" march, the pride at shocking 
the white media by convening peacefully, the momentous 
reality of literally being among a million "brothers"- these 
are all real, cherished memories to march participants who 
will see the film. If you weren't there, this movie is the 
next best thing.
hoo rah rah. Disregard all the 
hype. Just be there on October 
20th. You be the judge. What 





Black Athletes Should Be the Focus of Farrakhan’s Next Sales Pitch
By Kyle J. Martin 
Sports Editor
With the August 28 
rejection of both the $250,000 
humanitarian award and $1 
billion gift pledged by Libyan 
leader Col" Muammar el- 
Quaddafi to the Nation of 
Islam's vociferous leader, 
Louis Farrakhan, for use in 
improving the economic and 
political welfare of African 
Americans, Bill Clinton sent a 
message loud and clear not 
only to Farrakhan but to all of 
Black America as well: Not in 
this lifetime. Clinton's 
justification for the rejection 
came by way of the Treasury 
Department, who said that the 
decision was made on the 
basis of Libya's being "a strong 
supporter of terrorist groups," 
a statement that likely refers in 
part to el-Quaddafi's failure to 
turn over two Libyan suspects 
in the 1988 Pan Am Flight 103 
bombing over Lockerbie, 
Scotland, as well as his 
suspected involvement in 
other terrorist dealings.
It stands to reason that 
Farrakhan's efforts were 
merely in vain from the outset, 
since the U.S. has barred most 
financial transactions with 
Libya since 1986 as part of a 
series of sanctions levied
against the country for its 
involvements in international 
terrorism. Which leads me to 
my next point: It is admirable 
that Farrakhan, himself a 
marked man, so to speak, 
within governmental circles, 
would even try to obtain 
approval from the Treasury 
Department in order to accept 
the gift, as opposed to flying 
to Libya unannounced, taking 
the money and then assuredly 
having to face legal 
implications upon the 
government's finding out after 
his return.
But perhaps there is a 
better way of getting the 
money without having to go 
through the governmental red 
tape and rejection: Why not 
canvass black pro athletes for 
the funds? With the recent 
salary explosions in the NBA 
and, to a lesser extent, the 
NFL, players can now really 
afford to break off a little 
something to help their 
communities, their own 
people.
Certainly, there are those 
who would say, athletes 
included, that they seriously 
doubt Farrakhan's intentions 
or would not care to associate 
with him or his ideals and 
rhetoric, much of which has 
been incendiary, to say the
least. Fine. It is understood 
that many high-profile black 
athletes such as Michael 
Jordan, Magic Johnson, 
Emmitt Smith, Ken Griffey Jr., 
and Jerry Rice have an image 
to protect, which might very 
well be put in jeopardy if they 
go around voicing their 
support for the controversial 
Farrakhan. But why not 
follow his lead and initiate 
their own programs that serve 
the same purpose: Economic 
self-improvement and 
community upliftment?
This is not to say that our 
athletes aren't doing anything 
to help foster some of the self- 
help and empowerment 
within the African American 
community that Farrakhan 
speaks about, but they could 
certainly do more. For 
example, what if every black 
pro athlete pledged to give a 
minimum of I percent of 
whatever they earned each 
year to a fund set up 
specifically for improving the 
state of the African American 
community today? With the 
majority of professional 
athletes earning at least $1 
million per year, that's an 
average of at least $10,000 per 
player that would be taken up 
and then redistributed by our 
people and from our people,
for the improvement of our 
people.
Think about what we 
could actually have here: A 
community finally weaning 







would help point 
us in the right 
direction towards 
our becoming a 
totally self- 
sufficient people, 
a body politic 
who could then 
concentrate on 










concerns that we 





about time that 
we stop trying to 
walk a million miles in some 
other people's shoes, that we 
get our own Feet You Wear. 
It's about time we Just Did It,
for the funds?
while taking the time to 
Converse in an intelligent 
dialogue amongst ourselves as 
a means of unifying our 
masses. Because in reality, as 
the Farrakhan situation has
But perhaps there is a 
better way of getting the 
money, without having 
to go through the 
governmental red tape
and rejection: Why not 
canvass black pro athletes
proven, no one can or will help 
us as much as we can help 
ourselves, for these are our 
people. This is Our Planet.
“The Duke of Morehouse”: Up close and personal with Duke Bradley
By Myron G. Burney 
Staff Writer
Academics and athletics 
are not common words that 
one would associate with 
many college students in any 
university around the United 
States. However, when it 
comes to Morehouse's Duke 
Bradley III, these are the first 
two words that people think 
of. As I sat down to chat with 
one of the Morehouse Tigers' 
starting wide receivers, I 
found out just what it means 
to give it your all both on and 
off the football field.
Known to many of his 
peers simply as "The Duke," 
Bradley strives to be the very 
best in everything he does. 
(You can even catch him doing 
his thing in this year's 
homecoming fashion show)!
Bradley is a native of 
Jonesboro, Georgia, where he 
attended Lovejoy High School. 
There he was a standout
athlete, excelling in football as 
well as baseball. The highlight 
of his high school-football 
career was being recognized in 
two different magazines as one 
of Georgia's top fifty wide 
receivers as well as being 
named a Blue Chip All- 
American athlete. Bradley 
says his dream was to come to 
Morehouse, and receiving a 
scholarship to come here was 
one of the happiest moments 
of his life.
Upon entering "The 
House," Duke became an 
immediate asset for the team 
as a standout wide receiver. He 
is now in his junior year, and 
has become a great offensive 
threat to his opponents. When 
asking Duke what has been his 
major accomplishment so far, 
he replied, "Being selected to 
the SIAC Academic All- 
Conference team."
But his achievements do 
not stop there. As an English 
major and Secondary
Education minor, Bradley 
excels in the classroom as well. 
He is currently president of the
I ;
Junior wide reciever Duke Bradley scores high in 
the classroom as well as on the playing Jield.
Mays Scholars Program and is 
highly involved in the 
community, mentoring at 
various schools in Atlanta. 
Bradley recently represented 
Morehouse College on the 
international level when he
was chosen to make a 
presentation at the National 
Council of Teachers of English
Conference this summer in 
Heidelberg, Germany. In case 
that is not impressive enough, 
Bradley will join the rest of the 
Morehouse Tigers as they 
travel to South Africa in 
November to play the first
college football game ever in 
that country!
Unfortunately, the Tigers 
are coming off of their third 
straight loss after starting off 
the season with two wins. I 
asked Bradley what has 
happened to the team.
"Right now we have to 
regroup and regain the fire we 
had at the beginning of the 
season," he said.
Bradley stresses, however, 
that they are still confident and 
that the team's morale is still 
better than it has ever been. 
This is especially important, 
since the team is about to 
embark on a journey that will 
put them down in the history 
books forever!
Whether it is on or off the 
playing field, Bradley says, 
"Whatever you do, make sure 
it is what you want. Dedicate 
yourself, and make sure your 





Atlanta Braves: Baseball at its Best Tlie Lust SSlio
By Brian L. Thompson 
Staff Writer
rounded lineup.
So one has to ask, "Where
are they vulnerable?" 
Opposing pitching, hitting 
slumps and the bullpen. If a 
team starts a rookie that the 
Braves have never seen, they 
get confused. The Mets play 
them with success because
bullpen now has become a 
liability— even flamethrower- 
closer Mark Wohlers has 
shown his mortality in the 
ninth inning.
So the team that can 
stymie the Braves with their 
starting pitching and out-hit 
the Braves' lineup will keep 
them from winning a 
second straight title. Too 
bad such a team does not 
exist in either league. I 
love my Dodgers, but 
they lack something.
They match up extremely 
well with Atlanta; they 
have the pitching and 
hitting but lack the 
hunger. The Yankees are 
close.
However, should
Johnny Crawford/AP Darryl Strawberry, Cecil 
. Fielder and the rest of the
crew provide less than 
seven runs for their 
starting pitchers, closer 
John Wetteland will bear the 
"Mitch Williams Cross" if he 
blows an important save. 
Besides, the Yanks have a 
tendency to self-destruct. So 
until interleague play begins 
in 1997, put me down for the 
Braves to repeat unless they 
beat themselves.
Where Is the Love?
Bv Kyle I. Martin 
Spni t-' Editor
The Atlanta Braves are just 
the best team in the business, 
period. The best rotation in 
baseball acquired beleaguered 
lefthanded pitcher Denny 















hitting, An eager Braves player dives for a ball in the hole,
there's Fred
McGriff
and his 30-annual home runs.
Ryan Klesko is a bundle of 
sinews waiting to tear into the 
baseball. Marquis Grissom is 
good for a few longballs in the 
postseason as is Chipper Jones 
and Terry Pendleton. Add in 
19-year-old phenom Andruw 
Jones and you have a nicely-
their farm system is loaded 
with pitchers the Braves have 
never seen. But don't give 
them a second look at the same
guy-
Lastly, there's the bullpen. 
Steve Avery's return should 
have made them stronger, but 
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In the wake of this summer's epic salary’ bonanza in the 
NBA, a free-for-all involving an astounding 150-plus free 
agents as well as their egos, it has occurred to me that ».hiring 
those much-talked about negotiations pitting management 
against players and their agents, a little something has gotten 
lost along the way: the unconditional love for the game.
Owners are guilty as charged. Their love is arguably a 
pure financial one, as they confirmed in their struggling to 
get up off of much of the money that they were accustomed 
to sitting on. choosing instead to toss players low offers in 
the hopes that they would show some loyalty to the 
organization by shunning all other interested teams and re­
signing with the ball club.
f or some teams, this proved to be a very costly move. 
Just ask the Detroit Pistons, whose low-ball offer to sweet­
shooting guard Allan Houston led to his signing with New 
York for $56 million over seven years. Sorrified New Jersey 
also took a hit, as preciously low-rent point guard Chris 
Childs jumped ship to the Knicks as well, signing on for a 
$24 million, six-year deal. What makes the situation even 
more painful for these teams is the fact that, from a basketball 
standpoint Childs and I louston have done nothing to really 
write home about — yet. 1 guess the Knicks must know 
something I don't, because the two player's contracts sac 
otherwise. The Washington Bullets were also in the same 
boat for a spell, after losing cornerstone forward Juwan 
Howard, who had initially voiced his desire to re-sign with 
the team, to the Miami Heat over the difference of $500,000 
— though the trade was later voided on a technicality.
As much as management was to blame for these off­
season shakeups, the players had a significant stake in what 
went down, with such notables as the Lakers' Shaquille 
(Kazaam!) O'Neal effectively leaving the Orlando Magic and 
their $21 million per year offer hanging for the brighter lights 
and bigger city of L.A., while leaving all of those Shaq fans 
who sported his #32 jersey and Magic t-shirts with nothing 
more than antiques. Shaq's movie might have been a flop, 
but he showed off some serious acting skills at the news 
conference announcing his decision, when he said with a 
straight face that his decision to leave a was "not about the 
money." To which fools was that statement addressed? 
Probably to the same ones who think he is a highly skilled 
post player, a good free throw shooter, and the best center 
in the league.
Admittedly, it's quite hard to point fingers and 
definitively assess who really should shoulder the brunt of 
the blame. Should management, who has made shafting 
players an art form (witness Michael Jordan's previous 
contracts in Chicago or Shawn Kemp's current deal), or 
should the players, many of whom are not as good as they 
think, yet are reaping the benefits of fat contracts due to the 
negotiatory successes of their peers? It is no surprise that 
many players are fast graduating from the Machiavellian 
School of Business with a concentration in "Gettin' Mines"— 
oftentimes before they have ever proved their worth on the 
court.
The Bucks' Glenn Robinson, one of the league's first 
"contract pirates" so to speak, said in an interview recently 
that contract negotiations are "all about [.getting] market 
value." But what exactly is that? Somebody needs to do 
something fast, because this is quickly becoming much 
bigger than just outdated jerseys and posters and has almost 
gotten to the point of being bigger than basketball. Now, 
"gettin' paid," first and foremost. And to think





Olympic Bronze Medalist, Joshua Culbreath Hired As New Athletic Director
By Kyle J. Martin 
Sports Editor
In an attempt to lighten 
the work load generated from 
serving as both the athletic 
director and head basketball 
coach for Morehouse College, 
Morehouse's provost and 
senior vice president for 
academic affairs, Dr. John 
Hopps, recently removed 
Arthur McAfee from the 
Athletic Director component 
of the dual post. McAfee had 
served as the college's athletic 
director for the past 25 years. 
He will now devote his 
energies full-time into running 
the basketball program as its 
head coach.
To fill the vacant position, 
Morehouse went north to 
Wilberforce, Ohio, to the 
campus of Central State 
University, and hired head 
track and field coach Joshua 
Culbreath, "an innovative, 
energetic individual," 
according to Dr. Hopps — 
despite the fact that Culbreath 
has had no prior experience as 
an athletic director. Hopps did 
not foresee this as being a 
problem.
"I did think about that, but 
everything else that he
brought to the table was 
overwhelming in his favor ... 
The fact that he is a member
Photo Courtesy of College Relations
Described as a people-person, Joshua 
Culbreath succeeds Coach McAfee as the 
new Athletic Director.
of the Penn Relays Hall of 
Fame, that he has been very 
prominent administratively 
with the NCAA, as well as 
being head of the hurdles 
committee for the U.S.
Olympic Committee [a 
position he still holds], among 
other involvements, I think, 
speaks for itself 





















to have an 
athletic 
director who 
was not the 
head coach of a 
specific sport,
[one whoh could really, 
throughout the whole year, 
give attention to all sports."
One very important factor 
in the whole decision was the 
construction of the college's
new state-of-the-art basketball 
facility, Morehouse Arena, as 
well as the task of fully filling 
its 6,000 seats for every home 
game, as opposed to averaging
“I wanted to have 
an athletic director 
who was not the 
head coach of a 
specific sport, [one 
who] could really, 
throughout the 
whole year, give 
attention to all 
sports.”
the 200-300-person crowds of 
the past in the old facility, 
Archer Hall. Hopps said the 
new arena should also help 
recruiting.
"I think that there's an 
opportunity to recruit some
student-athletes that we 
couldn't have recruited in the 
past, ones who would not 
have chosen Morehouse after 
having seen Archer Hall."
But how does this relate to 
the change of directors?
Dr. Hopps was vague in 
his reply, but implied that the 
idea of starting over, of 
"clearing house"
administratively, was a 
necessary step commensurate 
with the building of the new 
arena, and that now was the 
proper time to do so.
With the situation now 
settled, Dr. Hopps is 
optimistic that Morehouse 
athletics can make a strong 
push forward. It all starts with 
Culbreath, who brings some 
special qualities to the table.
"Josh is a people person; 
he's very, very gifted at 
motivating people ... he also 
has just incredibly impressive 
work habits; he works around 
the clock ... a very tenacious 
worker.
So the new athletic 
director is gifted, hard­
working and tenacious. 
Sounds like the qualities of a 
Morehouse College Tiger. It 
also sounds like a good fit.
Maybe we spoke too soon about Tiger Woods ... How many fans has Florida 
gained in the past two weeks? ... Marcus Allen's still got it... Looks like Jeff 
George's had it... Falcons are 0-6. 'Nuff said ... Keyshawn Who? ... Iowa 
State's Troy Davis is a beast... Until Syracuse gets a real offensive line, Donovan's 
gonna keep on getting McNabbed ... Look out for CAU's QB David Kennedy. 
.. With all of the fuss about Reggie Miller's re-signing, you'd think he's really,
I really dope or something ... "Are you 
there God? It's me, Gino Torretta." ... 
Why is it that every sport says it's "the 
#1 sport in the world"? ... Where's the 
genius responsible for making Auto 
Racing a sport? . . . Where's the bigger genius who decided to put it 24-7 on 
ESPN? ... We're anxious to see how Mr. Mighty & High Michael Irvin does in 
his comeback . .. Leave it to Stephon Marbury to go for self in grabbing those 
endorsements: (andl, First Down)... Only 3 weeks (and counting) 'til there's 
some NBA action... Did Somebody say something about the baseball playoffs? 
... To media-shy Dodgers pitcher Hideo Nomo: WHAT’S UP?!!... Funny how 
until recently, we didn't notice how much Roberto Alomar and Charles Barkley 
look alike; in fact, they're the spitting image of each other... What's up with the 
Rainman's wack contract? . . . How 'bout those Sooners? . . . SportsCenter's 
Stuart Scott's a talent... Notre Dame's QB Powlus isn't... Speaking of QB's, the 
way everybody sweats Tennessee's Peyton Manning, you'd think he's the only 
one lined up on the field... Those new "Feet You Wear" ads really stink... How 
many more pro QB's are going down this season? ... And that's the way it is ..
HELP WANTED
The Maroon Tiger is seeking 
an office manager. The 
individual should have strong 
clerical and organizational 




Full and Part time 
oppurtunities for servers, 
cooks and hostess. We offer 
excellent income potential, 
benefits and career 
oppurtunities.
Apply in person at 
3500 Peachtree Road, NE
WANTED
Individuals and Student 
Organization to Promote 
SPRING BREAK TRIPS. 






Do you know of a hot story? 
Do you know of something 
important happening on 
campus. Do you know of a 
Black Business or just have 
a story idea. If so, give The 
Maroon Tiger a call at 681 - 
2800 ext. 2975.
ADVERTISE
Do You Want to 
Place An AD?
Classified Ad Rates
First 10 words $5.00
11-15 words $7.00
16-20 words $10.00
21 words and up $13.00
To place an ad, call The 
Maroon Tiger Classifieds at 





By Alyson A. West
With my big nose and big lips, 
big brown eyes and thick thighs,
I walk towards a place called 
comfort and success. I came 
across a woman who j 
exists. Living in the 
with her straight A’s
American ways, she thinkA 
she’s going somewhere.
Destination happiness: 
wealth, power and love 
not necessarily in that order.
On her way she meets herself, her 
true self. On her way she meets
experience. I think I know her, she looks like me.
1 study her and her ways. She seems content, but something is missing. 
Maybe she’s lost or confused. She seems to be walking towards a light, but I 
see lightning. She gets caught in a storm. With the wind and rain comes her 
awakening. Images of dark bodies in chains blow around her and gusts of 
knowledge open her mind. The rain comes down and culture permeates her 
skin and soul. Tribes, boats, whips, cotton, blood, fear, anger, and oppression 
drench her, but she seeks no shelter. Instead, she raises her arms, holds her 
head back with her eyes wide open and full of vitality, and welcomes the tempest, 
her shower of reality. She screams out with a new voice; it seems stronger. I 
feel as if I know her; she sounds like me. So with my broad nose and full lips, 
soulful brown eyes and strong thighs, I watch her walk on.
Soaked with knowledge she walks on. She walks fast and with a purpose. I 
watch her and her ways. Living and thriving with her straight A’s and African- 
American ways. The wisdom water has done her well. When she is faced with 
obstacles, she squeezes her cultural liquid on her problem. It dissolves along 
with her fear. She remembers the storm and she walks on. She seems familiar, 
she walks with me.
Her strides are long and unabashed. She is a profound girl with enigmatic 
eyes. She had come a long way. Bold and assertive, she faces those she knows 
as oppressors without blinking those beautiful chestnut eyes. Wisdom has done 
her well. She seeks the truth and remembers the rain; it guides her. She is a 
phenomenon, my magnum opus, with her proud broad nose and voluptuous 
full lips, gorgeous wide mahogany eyes and curvaceous thighs. I know her 
well. She is me.
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